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Chapter 1 Introduetion 

1-1 Research motivation 

Before 1979, there was no city called Shenzhen in China's map. Two decades later, Shenzhen 
has become one ofthe fastest growing cities and listed as one ofthe most competitive cities in 
the country (Shenzhen Statistics1

, Shen, 2002). The establishment of Special Economie Zones 
(SEZ) in Shenzhen under the open policy has attracted a number of foreign in ventors to 
appropriate the pecuniary advantage of the region. The processing trading model combined 
with foreign capitaland locallahor forces thus led to the export-led growth course, which 
provided opportunities for local companies to access to the global market (Cheng, 1993). The 
driving forces bebind the rapid urban growth in Shenzhen found by Shen et al. (1999, in Shen, 
2002) could be attributed to the innovative institutional reforms in the city, external 
investment and labor migration. 

A number of economists have been in attempt to interpret economie growth in terms of 
technological change (Solow 1956) and innovation (Verspagen 2000). This school ofthoughts 
demonstrates that the accumulation process oftechnological change is path-dependent and 
following bistorical "technological trajectories", non-linearand invalving interactions 
between the different stages of research and innovation, and shaped by the interplay of market 
and non-market organization and by various institutions such as social norms, regulations, etc. 
(Guinet, OECD 2003) Efficiency of one region's capability totranslate its innovation results 
into economie growth thus is determined by the underlying systemic factors; that is, the 
regional innovation system. According to previous studies, factors such as supportive policies 
from the central government, technology transfer from abroad and management skilis brought 
by foreign direct in vestment all facilitated the constitution of Shenzhen 's innovation systems 
(Sigurdson, 2004). In addition, increased local market demand due to the presence ofboth 
foreign and local companies in the related industries also helped to enhance the attractiveness 
of Shenzhen to new frrms (Lai et al. 2005). What can be observed as an outcome of the 
economie development in Shenzhen is, certain sectors are growing with distinct rate than the 
others. On the other hand, statistica! data also show that Shenzhen's innovation capability is 
accumulated along time. However, institutional factors merely shape the external innovation 
environment for firms to settle. Without exploring the interactions between firms and the 
surroundings, the souree ofShenzhen's innovation capability would remain mysterious. 

Innovation is a complex concept which can be interpreted from various angles. One simple 
definition of innovation is "to make sarnething new" and this definition includes both product 
innovation and process innovation. Innovation does not only lead to productivity increases, 
but also involves the launeb of new and better products that might offer absolute advantages 
to customers and open up new markets (AlM Research, 2005). Innovation generation is nota 
process confined to the organizational boundaries of the individual firm; instead, innovation 
embodies a broader landscape of social and economie institutions (F eldman 1994 ). Innovation 
can also be linked with economie competitiveness. According to M. Porter (World Economie 
Forum•), the world economy can begenerally categorized into three types. The first one is 
driven by factors. Natural resources are the keys to economie development and competitive 
advantages are determined by price. The second one is driven by investment. In this stage, 
production efficiency is the souree of competitive advantages. Foreign direct investment, joint 
ventures and technology transfer are all mechanisms for stimulating technology change and 
capability building. OEM is the major production model that many frrms adopt, but usually 
R&D and markets are controlled by foreign companies. The final one is driven by innovation. 
In this stage, the competitiveness of the economy is determined by the innovative products in 
the world market and the in dustrial structure is in the form of clustering. F or one type of 
economy to upgrade to the next stage, innovation capability is the essential. Shenzhen is the 

a World Economie Forum, the Global Competitiveness Report, 2001-2002. New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2002, in Annual Report ofRegional lnnovation Capability of China 2004-2005 



city lacking of natural resources and her development was first initiated by foreign in vestment 
and technology transfer. Although Shenzhen's industrial structure is still characterized with 
foreign capitals, there have already been signs showing that Shenzhen is now possessing 
capability to produce innovative products to compete in the global market In other words, 
Shenzhen is moving upgrade from stage of in vestment driven to innovation driven. 

Innovation usually has regionat characteristics, which are determined by conditions such as 
local institutions, local technological infrastructure, local industrial structures, and bistorical 
economie development course. Study ofFeldman (1994) confirms that the location of product 
innovation is re1ated to the under1ying local technological infrastructure, which is constituted 
by university research, industrial R&D presence, related industry presence, and business 
services, to provide knowledge needed from product research to product commercialization 
process. Agglomeration ofknowledge providers may increase information transfer and 
promote spillovers which lower the cost and reduce the risks associated with innovation. In 
turns, the location of these knowledge inputs is mutually-reinforcing in defming a region's 
competitive advantage (Feldman 1994). 

Shenzhen has been chosen as the forefront ofChina's experiment on market economy. 
However, favorable policy alone is insufficient to explain the particularity of Shenzhen's 
economie growth and innovation capability, for the reason that not every open economie zone 
experienced the same economie take-offs. Other factors, such as geographic locations, 
industrial agglomerations and presence of certain institutions should be taken into account as 
well. 

To which extent Shenzhen's innovation capability is influenced by the underlying 
geographical, organizational and institutional factors therefore stimulated the research interest 
of this thesis. Study of geographic concentration of certain in dustry could illustrate the 
possible interaction between frrms from location viewpoints; study of dynamics of in dustrial 
cluster formation provides a framework to depiet the relationship between a set of related 
organizations; the notion of innovation system specifies ways in which institutions, 
organizations, and networks between local actors may promote innovation activities to take 
place in the regionatlevel (regional innovation systems, Cooke et al. 1997) or in certain 
sectors (sectoral innovation systems, Malerba 2004); therefore innovation system approach 
may provide abundant inspirations for regionat policy makers 

The organization of this report is as following: Chapter one introduces the research 
motivation, research questions to investigate, research objectives to achieve, as well research 
methodology to adopt. Chapter two firstly describes Shenzhen's history, geographic and 
economie development; secondly illustrates Shenzhen's industrial structure; thirdly identifies 
Shenzhen's regionat innovation capability; and finally addresses the innovation environment 
constituted by various institutional factors. Chapter three reviews related innovation theories 
from geographic, clustering and systemic perspectives, and derives hypotheses for the study 
to further investigate. Chapter four provides empirical data analyses for frrms' geographic 
concentration patterns, identifies industrial clusters and examines study hypotheses. Chapter 
five provides discussions based on study findings and available theories. At the end, 
condusion is provided in chapter six. 

1-2 Research questions and objectives 

This study aims to investigate the innovation capability of Shenzhen in both regionat and frrm 
level, and to explore the sourees ofthis capability mainly from frrms' geographic distribution 
and institutional environment perspectives. The following hierarchical questions will be 
addressed: 
( 1) How do Shenzhen perform in terms of economie output and innovation results 
(2) What institutional factors are essential for the constitution of Shenzhen 's innovation 
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system? 
(3) How do Shenzhen's innovative companies distribute geographically? 
(4) Whether or not industrial clustersexist in Shenzhen? 
(5) Whether or not frrms' innovation capability is related totheir geographic distribution? 
(6) Whether or not Shenzhen's innovation capability is built by surrounding institutional 

environment? 

Accordingly, five objectives the study attempts to achieve are: 
(1) To describe Shenzhen's economie performanceandreview bistorical development 
(2) To evaluated Shenzhen's innovation capability in both regionat and frrm level 
(3) To investigate whether or not industrial clustersexist in Shenzhen by measure geographic 

con centration and identify the presence of related industries 
( 4) To illustrate the characteristics and innovation capability of each industrial cluster and 

identify the possible souree of knowledge which could facilitate innovation generation 
(5) To study regionat policies, institutions, and their influences on the formation and function 

of these in dustrial clusters and on the building of regionat innovation capability 

1-3 Research methodology 

Since this study aims to confrrm the relationship betweenone region's innovation capability 
building and its innovation environment, which is both constituted by industrial structure and 
institutional factors, several approaches are required to establish this relationship. 

At first, in the regionallevel, innovation capability can be confrrmed by the region's 
innovation output such as patent application numbers, R&D inputs, public research and 
openness to foreign capita!, etc. F or the reason that Chinese patents may require less 
technology magnitude, a survey of US patents can be auxiliary. The number of US patents 
could help in determining the "quality" of the region's innovation capability because the 
grants of US patents represent that the technology has met the international standard. The 
region's macro-economie performance is also important, forthese data would reflect the 
outcome of innovation process. 

Secondly, institutional data, such as government policies, education systems, regulations and 
public research programs are critica! to constitute the innovation "habitat", which determines 
whether or not the settling companies are provided with essential "nutrients" and growing 
healthily. 

Finally, firm's innovation capability data (including frrm's dornestic invention, utility and 
design patent numbers and US patent numbers) and company profile data (location data, core 
products, firm size, capita! sources, etc.) are required to establish the relationship between 
innovation capability and surrounding environment in the firm level. A database of innovative 
frrm's profile and innovation output will be created. The relationship between frrms' 
geographic concentration and frrms' characteristics will be established. Whether or not 
geographic concentration leads to more innovation output will also be investigated. The unit 
of observation for the investigation offirm's spatial distribution is the administrative districts 
of Shenzhen city. The sourees of data will be mainly based on official publications and 
reliable internet resources, including patent search from China's national IPR database, US 
patent database, company's websites, government's website, local newspapers, official 
publications of statistica! data and many others. 

By steps, this study will frrst analyze Shenzhen's regional innovation capability by 
comparison withother cities in the same province and identify Shenzhen's strength in terms 
of innovation genera ti on. Secondly, institutional factors will be introduced to discuss the 
whole innovation system. Thirdly, frrm's numbers ofthree-type patents will be used to define 
innovative companies and their innovation intensities. Fourthly, firm's location and employee 
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numbers will be used for calculating the degree of geographic concentration for the certain 
groups of firms, divided by either frrm size or capital souree or sectors. Finally, industrial 
clusters will be identified judged by geographic distribution and the presence of related 
industries. Attempts will also be made to establish the correlation between the degree of 
geographic concentration and innovation intensity by statistica! methods, and to illustrate the 
location of specific activities of product development and innovation process. Major 
contributions expected from this study include providing an elaborated analysis of innovation 
capability building from both regionat and frrm level perspectives, and providing some 
suggestions for the region's innovation strategy and policy making. 
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Chapter 2 Shenzhen's economie performance and innovation capability 

This chapter will frrst review Shenzhen's bistorical development course and current economie 
performance, and move on to evaluate the regionat innovation capability and describe the 
underlying institutional environment. The purpose is to provide a parallel analysis of 
economie performance on the one hand and innovation capability on the other in the regionat 
level. 

2-1 History, geography, infrastructure and macro-economie performance 

Shenzhen city is located in the south-east coast of Guangdong Province, south China (Figure 
1 and Figure 2). Her total area is 2020 square kilometer, which is about twice the size ofHong 
Kong and three times the size of Singapore. Her west side is Pearl River Mouth, and south 
side is hordering to Rong Kong. Due to this particular geographic location, Shenzhen was 
chosen as the first experiment ground for China's open and reform policy and has become an 
important economie bridge between rnaintand China and abroad. 

The border of Shenzhen city was officially announced by the State Council of China in 1979, 
after the decision made by the Chinese authority in 1978 that China was to imptement a series 
of economie reform and open to the world economy. The idea for setting up the Special 
Economie Zones (SEZs) was to learn from the experiences of market mechanism, to attract 
foreign capitals and to introduce advanced technologies, especially the experiences from 
Rong Kong and Taiwan was particular valuable for mainland. In the following year (1980), 
the Shenzhen Special Economie Zone with an area of327.5 square kilometer was therefore 
announced to be a pioneer for the practice ofChina's open-door policy. 

Since the late 1970s, Chinese researchers have expressed the view that Maoïst redistributive 
policies; that is, investments were diverted from the most developed coastal areas to the 
poorer interior; slowed national economie growth (Fan, 1997). At the same time, Western 
theories ofregional development, such as Hirschman's theory of growth poles predicting 
concentration of growth in selected sectors or locations would later diffuse to other sectors or 
areas, stimulated the notion that uneven regionat development is an inevitable stage before 
economie development in the nation-wide scale. In addition, the principle of comparative 
advantage also underlies China's open-door and foreign trade policies. Supporters ofthe 
"grand international cycle" argued that as advanced countries move away from 
labor-intensive industries, China should take advantage of her large labor supply and engage 
in labor-intensive export-oriented industries. Foreign investment will further bring in capital 
for infrastructure and technology impravement (Fan, 1997). This has been the background of 
Deng, Xiaoping's uneven development model. Specifically, the coastal region is designed to 
be developed frrst, with the establishment of open zones for foreign investment and rapid 
economie growth, in reflecting to the regionat advantages that east coastal region is superior 
in productivity, human capitals and skilis (Fan, 1997). 

Under China's Seventh Five-Year Plan (1986-90), the division ofthe "Three Economie 
Beits"- eastern (coastal), centraland western regions was formally adopted, and each region 
was assigned specifïc roles: export-oriented industrialization and foreign tradein the eastern 
coastal area; agriculture and energy development in the central region; and animal busbandry 
and mineral exploitation in the western region (Beijing Review, 1986 in Fan, 1997, Figure 1). 
Coastal regions thus enjoyed a series of"preferential policies", including coasta1 regions 
receiving larger investments from the state in the form of loans, subsidies, or local projects; 
SEZs enjoying higher foreign exchange retention rates; Guangdong having greater autonomy 
as their revenue grows, workers enjoying higher wages; primary goods being priced 
substantially lower than finished goods; and finally, open zones having greater freedom in 
termsof currency circulation, credits and loan, honds and private financial institutions (Fan, 
1997). 
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Figure 1 "Three Economie Beits" of China and 
open economie zones including SEZs 

·~-·~~~ 
~.,~: 
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Source: Modified from Fan, 1997 
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Figure 2 Three SEZs in Guangdong 
Province 

Deng, Xiaoping's visit to South China in the year 1992 was generally regarcled as a milestone 
during China's socio-economie development history. In that year, China's authority officially 
discarded forty-year old "plan economy" for "market economy", and further confirmed the 
socialism developing route (Chinese Communist Party, 14th Convention). This new policy 
was characterized with four features: 1) capitalism- China was to introduce and absorb 
advanced management skilis and operation knowledge from developed countries; 2) high 
speed - China was to pursue high economie growth rate. Guangdong was to catch up with 
Asian Tigers in twenty years; 3) extensive opening- open economie zones were to extend 
from coastal regions to inlands, covering from manufacturing to financial, transportation, real 
estates and services industries. 4) State-owned enterprise reform (Cheng, 1993). Guangdong 
Province was again the pilot for this new economie policy. Until year 1993, there had been 
three SEZs (Shenzhen, Zhuhai and Shantou), four economie technological development areas, 
six national high technology development areas and more than 100 economie development 
trial areas in the whole Guangdong Province. 

Although after open policy was implemented into a larger scale, the attractiveness of 
Shenzhen to foreign capita! has been gradually fading and the role played by special 
economie zone was no langer "special". Ironically, however, there was no sign showing 
Shenzhen's growing pace being dragged down by this new trend. 

Economie performance of Shenzhen and other SEZs 
After the open and reform experiment was launched, Shenzhen's economy has been in a rapid 
growth pace, with annual growth rate above 15% in several consecutive years, by price index 
calculation methods and 1990 as the base year for economie data of 1991 onwards2

• By 
comparison, during China's Tenth Five-Year Plan (1996-2000), the annual GDP growth rateis 
above 10% in Guangdong Province and around 10% in the whole country (Figure 3). The 
most recent data of the city's GDP in 2005 was 492,690 million yuan, which increased 15.1% 
from 2004's tigure after economie censuses (428,214 million yuan). The 2004 GDP value 
befare economie censuses was 342,280 million yuan and that year's GDP per capita 59271 
yuan was ahead of other SEZs and in fact the highest among all major cities in China, 
including Guangdong's capital city, Guangzhou (Table 1). 
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Figure 3 GDP growth rates of Shenzhen, Guangdong and China 

50.0% 

40.0% 
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I-+- Shenzhen - Guangdong ----Ä- China I 
Source: Statistics Bureau of Shenzhen, Guangdong and China 

The four SEZ cities (three cities in Guangdong, plus Xiamen in Fujian) are all port cities and 
each of them has unique geographic location- Shenzhen is situated right next to Hong Kong, 
Zhuhai is neighboring to Macau, Shantou is the traditional transportation hub in the east 
Guangdong and Xiamen is facing Taiwan at the other side of Taiwan Strait. However, not 
every SEZ city experienced the sameeconomie growth speed during the open and reform 
period. Shantou, for example, lagged far bebind other SEZs in terms of GDP per capita (Table 
1 ). 

Table 1 Comparison of four original SEZs versus Guangzhou as a reference 

Are as 
Popuiatien 

GDP per lmportance Characteristics 
(km2

) 
Density (2005) 

capita (2004) oflocation ofthe city 
(person/ km2

) 

Guangdong Province 

Capita! Guangzhou 7434 1009 56300 
Si tuated at Pearl Capita! city, regional 
River mouth socio-economical center 

SEZ Shenzhen 
2020 

4097 59271 
Next to Hong Immigration city, port city, 

(SEZ 327.5) Kong trading center 

SEZ Zhuhai 
1687 

839 41800 Next to Macau Port city, tourism 

SEZ Shantou 
2064 

2362 12421 
Transportation hub 

Historica! port city 
(SEZ 234) of east Guangdong 

Fujian Province 
SEZ X i amen 1565 1437 40146 Fact to Taiwan Historica! port city 

' .3 Source. Each ctty s stahstles bureau 

Nevertheless, the above statistica! figures should be interpreted with care. The population in 
Shenzhen for ca Jeulating GDP per capita was 5. 77 million in 2004, which was based on the 
number of re gistered residents. The population record at the end of 2005 has reached 8.3 
million, leading to the population density of 4097 person per square kilometer. Other than 
official statistica) records, Shenzhen in fact has an excessive number of temporary residents 
who contribute significantly to the city's GDP, and the total resident numbers should have 
exceeded 10 million as reported by the local newspapers (local report4

). This new population 
tigure would lead to the population density at around 5000 person/ km2 

( compared with one 
ofthe most population dense cities, Amsterdam5 5684and Hong Kong6 6380 person/ km\ 
The over-crowded population has created tremenclous loading to the environment. Energy and 
water resources are in great shortage. These factors could become the constraints for 
Shenzhen's future development. 

Six districts of Shenzhen 
The inequality of economie development also exists within Shenzhen city's territory. 
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Shenzhen city has six administration districts. The Special Economie Zone of Shenzhen 
includes four districts- Nanshan, Futien, Luohu, and Yentien. The other two districts outside 
the special zone are Bao'an and Longgang (Shenzhen Statistics7

, Figure 4). The city plan thus 
needs tomeet different requirements inside and outside the zone. Almost all infrastructures 
including transportation systems, modern facilities etc. have been built firstly inside the zone, 
then gradually expend to townships outsides. Financial services and trading fairs mostly take 
place inside the zone (Shenzhen Government Online8

). There is also a border contauring the 
edge of the zone, and special documents are required to travel inside the zone. After rapid 
economie growth for twenty-five consecutive years, almost all available lands inside the 
special zone have been fully developed, and population is highly dense insome areas. Both 
cost of land and labor are increasing. Futien, for example, has population density at 12611 
persons per km2

, which is even higher than New York City (l0194t In the other side ofthe 
border, there are massive lands and abundant labor forces available with relatively low costs 
(Table 2). 

The city's politica! and economie center is Futien, butsome office buildings arealso located 
in Luohu. These two areas are packed with skyscrapers, while manufacturing employment 
takes only small percentage of total employment. Nanshan is a high-tech industrial area with a 
number of research institutes; Yentien has abundant ecological resources and is preserved for 
tourism. The other two districts are mostly industrial areas with less convenient facilities. 
Table 2 has details of each district's area, population, land rental fees, minimum wages and 
major economie activities. 

Figure 4 Shenzhen's six districts with border defining SEZ (SEZ in slashes) 

Table 2 Geographic and population data of each district in Shenzhen 

District Area (km2
) 

Population density Major economie activities 
(persons/ km2

) 

SEZ 
Nanshan 182 2659 

High-tech industrial parks, high education, 
logistics center 

Futien 79 12611 
Business, trading, financial, and politica! 
center 

Luohu 79 10121 Financial, trading and in formation center 
Yentien 72 1876 Ecological tourism, ports 
lndustrialland rental: 20-65 yuan/m2-month; minimum monthly wage: 8!0 yuan 

Outside 
Bao'an 713 5610 

Agriculture, ecological tourism, processing 
SEZ trade, high-tech industrial area 

Longgang 844 2286 
Agriculture, processing trade" high-tech 
industrial area, logistics center 

lndustrialland rental : 10-20 yuan/m2-month; minimum monthly wage : 700 yuan 
. 11 Source. Shenzhen Government Onlme, local news (land rental fee data), Shenzhen labor 

welfare online12 (minimum wage data) 
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2-2 lndustrial structures in Shenzhen 

Shenzhen's economie activities focus mostly on manufacturing and service sectors. Table 3 
shows that the primary industry (agriculture, forestry, animal husbandry, and fishery) can be 
neglected in Shenzhen. Secondary industry (manufacturing and construction) increased from 
44.8% in 1990 to 61.6% in 2004 and 52.4% in 2005, while tertiary industry (service sector) 
decreased from 51.1% to 38.0% in 2004 and 47.4% in 2005. Along time, secondary industry 
bas become the major power engine for Shenzhen's economie growth. 

Within secondary industry, manufacturing value-added in 2005 was 243,216 miltion yuan, 
taking 49.3% ofthe city's GDP and increasing 27.1% from 2004 (191,296 million yuan, or 
55.9% ofGDP). Manufacturing value-added produced by above-level companies (defined as 
all state-owned enterprises plus private-owned companies with annual sales above 5 million 
yuan) was 227,290 million yuan, or 46.1% of GDP; while produced by Top 100 companies 
was already 136,830 million yuan, or 27.8% ofGDP (Top 100 company list was announced 
by Shenzhen Bureau ofTrade and Industry torank enterprises by industrial outputs) (Table 3). 

Table 3 The composition of GDP by industries 
Composition % 1990 2004 2005 
Primary 4.1 0.4 0.2 
Secondary 44.8 61.6 52.4 

Manufacturing value-added (all) -- 55.9 49.3 
Manufacturing value-added (above level) -- 53.0 46.1 
Manufacturing value-added (Top 100) -- -- 27.8 

Tertiary 51.1 38.0 47.4 

Source: Shenzhen Statlstlcal Yearbook 2005 and Shenzhen Statistics Bureau 

Labor productivity can be applied to evaluate the production efficiency of one economy, by 
calculating per worker output. Table 4 shows productivity of Shenzhen in recent years was 
double ofGuangdong's performance and around four times ofnationallevel (Note: Working 
hours was not taken into account in this calculation). 

Table 4 Productivity of Shenzhen, Guangdong and China as base value 
Productivity of 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 
Shenzhen 
Productivity (yuan) 60940 64723 73199 77934 86556 
Guangdong as 100 229 229 224 193 
China as 100 464 466 467 n.a 360 

Source: Statistics Bureau of Shenzhen, Guangdong, and China 

In addition, data shows that manufacturing sector bas been the main contributor to Shenzhen's 
economy in recent years, especially industrial output from large-scale companies. In fact, 
there are 2355 above-level companies producing gross output at 650,927 miltion yuan in 
Shenzhen 2004. However, the frrst 100 biggest companies (Top 100) have already had 70.9% 
(461,690) ofthe gross output from all the above-level companies, the first 10 teading 
companies have had 39.0% (253,860), and the champion bas had 11.2% (73,010). The shares 
against the above-level companies and their output amount for Top 100, Top 10 and Top 1 in 
2005 are 62.8% (600,850), 36.8% (352,460) and 13.2% (126,640) respectively. Furthermore, 
the grow rate of output from the first leading company (F oxconn Group) is much higher than 
that from the others (Shenzhen Bureau ofTrade and Industry13

, Table 5.) The scale divide 
between companies in Shenzhen is actually very large. Table 6 lists the narnes ofthe frrst few 
teading companies and these big companies are all ICT manufacturers except China National 
Offshore Oil Co. 
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Table 5 Contributions to gross output by leading companies 
2004 2005 2004-2005 

Gross % Gross % Growth rate 
output of above-level ou!Il_ut of above-level 

All manufacturing 697,ü43 --
Above level (2355) 650,927 100 956,768 100 47% 
Top 100 461,690 70.9 600,850 62.8 30% 
Top 10 253,860 39.0 352,460 36.8 38% 
Top I 73,010 11.2 126,640 13.2 73% 
Source: Shenzhen Bureau ofTrade and Industry 

Table 6 List of leading companies with output above 10 hiliion yuan 
lndustrial gross output Number of companies Company narnes 
Above 100 billion yuan 1 Honfi!.i_ien JFoxconn} 
100 > 0 >I 0 billion yuan 10 Lenovo, Huawei, China National Offshore Oil 

Co., Futaihon (Foxconn), ZTE, Great Wal!, 
Skyworth, Konka, MSI, Proview 

Source: Shenzhen Bureau ofTrade and Industry 

Table 7 also reflects the fact that gaps between companies in different scales are large. 51 
large companies produced gross industrial output at 318,389 million yuan ( average at 6,243) 
and manufacturing value-added at 84,914 million yuan ( average at 1,665), while 
medium-sized companies (600 ofthem) produced 219,759 million yuan output (average 366) 
and 58,609 million yuan value-added ( average 98), and small-sized companies (1704 ofthem) 
produced 112,777 million yuan output ( average 66) and 3 7,823 million yuan value-added 
( average 22). The advantage of scale economy is significant in Shenzhen. Economie benefit 
index, which incorporates rate of liability to capita!, ratio of total assets to in dustrial output 
value and assets liability ratio, also indicates that medium-sized companies are the least 
economie efficient scale. 

Table 7 Comparisons between companies in different scaleb (2004, million yuan) 

Scale Number Gross output Average Value-added Average Economie 
lgross output value-added benefit 

Large 51 318,389 6243 84,914 1665 251.73 

Medium 600 219,759 366 58,609 98 154.29 

Smal! 1704 112,777 66 37,823 22 191.00 

Source: Shenzhen Year Book 2005c, Shenzhen Stattstics Bureau 

Both import and export values have been constantly increasing. Shenzhen's export has been 
contributing around 40% to export from Guangdong province and the percentage is even 
increasing in recent years (Table 8). The total export value in 2005 was 101,502 million US 
dollars, which increased 30.4% from 2004 and made Shenzhen win the reputation as the 
national champion export city in thirteen consecutive years. 

b Definition of company scales: Large companies- more than 2000 employees, annual salesmore than 
300 million yuan and total assets more than 400 million yuan; Medium companies- 300 to 2000 
employees, 30 to 300 million yuan annual sales and 40 to 400 million yuan total assets; Small 
companies -less than 300 employees, less than 30 million yuan annual sales, and less than 40 million 
yuan total assets. 
c The average figures are calculated by the author. 
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Table 8 Value offoreign trade (million US dollars) 
2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 

Export 37,479 46,557 62,962 77,846 101,502 
% of Guangdong 39% 40% 41% 41% 43% 

Import 31,131 40,674 54,437 69,437 81,358 
% of Guan,gdon,g 38% 40% 42% 42% 43% 

Total 68,611 87,231 117,399 147,283 182,860 

Source: Shenzhen Statistica! Yearbook 2005 and Shenzhen Statistics Bureau 

In the late 80s to early 90s, Shenzhen's economie structure was already dominated by the 
second industry, but the secondary industry was constituted mainly by the light industry such 
as textile, plastics, food processing, construction materials and handcrafts, most of which 
were labor-intensive processing industries. Small companies were the majority in that period, 
taking 97.6% ofthe total companies (Cheng, 1993). At that time, Guangzhou and its 
surrounding cities such as Foshan both had higher output from heavy industry (mechanica! 
engineering) than Shenzhen. However, the expansion of Shenzhen's heavy industry had 
exceeded all the other Guangdong cities till2003. The electronics output in Shenzhen has 
increased nearly 30 folds during these years. The economie gap between Shenzhen and other 
cities in the region has become wider ever since. 

The role played by high-tech goods 
High-tech goods took around 50% oftotal industrial output and 45.0% oftotal export in 
Shenzhen 2004 (Table 9). High-tech export from Shenzhen also contributed 52.6% tototal 
high-tech export from Guangdong Province (66,657 million USD) and 21.1% tototal 
high-tech export nationwide (165,364 million USD)14

• Until the end ofNovember 2005, 
Shenzhen's total high-tech output va1ue had reached 428,125 mil1ion yuan, increasing 36.6% 
from the same period ofthe last year15

• Moreover, the export of high-techproductsin 2005 
was 47,090 million USD, which increased to 46.4% oftotal export (Table 9). Within all 
high-tech sectors, 90% output was contributed by ICT companies, while other high-tech 
sectors only take minor portions. ICT output also takes around 75% ofGuangdong's ICT 
output and 29% of national ICT output (Table 1 0). ICT in dustry in 2005 is still in a growing 
phase, achieving 398,273 miltion yuan (93% oftotal high-tech output and increasing 37.8%) 
at the end ofNov. 200516

• The other three sectors (new materials, new energy and advanced 
machinery) arealso growing but in a rather slowerpace and smaller scale. 

Table 9 Share of high-tech production in the total output and total export (2004 & 2005) 

High-tech industrial output 2004 
2005' 

High-tech export 2004 2005 
(Jan.-Nov.) 

Output (million yuan) 326,652 428,125 Export (million USD) 35,060 47,090 
Growth rate 31.57% 36.6% Growth rate 39.40% 34.3% 
(from the same period last year 

Share of total industrial output 50.18% -- Share of total export 45.0% 46.4% 

Source: Shenzhen Science and Technology Almanac 2005 and Shenzhen Statistics Bureau 

Table 10 Breakdownsofhigh-tech production output in Shenzhen (2004) 

Output 
Share of 

Sectoral share Sectoral share 
Sectors total high-tech 

(million yuan) 
in Shenzhen 

of Guangdong Of China 

Shenzhen's total high-tech 1.00 0.51 0.22 
ICT (including software) 295,423 0.90 0.75 0.29 
Advanced machinery and automation 12,751 0.04 0.12 
Biomedical 2,735 0.01 0.10 
New materials and new energy 14,573 0.04 0.18 

Source: Shenzhen Sctence and Technology Almanac 2005 

Compared with high-tech industry in other SEZs, it shows that Shenzhen has highest numbers 
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in terms of frrm numbers, gross output and manufacturing value-added, whether it is as a 
percentage ofGuangdong's provincial total or a percentage ofthe national total (Table 11). 

Table 11 High-tech industry comparison of SEZs 
Gross output ValueAdded 

High-tech industry FirmNo. Percentage of Percentage of Percentage of Percentage of 
[provincial total national total provindal total national total 

Nation 2002) 11333 1.00 1.00 
Guangdong (2003) 2996 1.00 0.44 1.00 0.41 

Guangzhou 703 0.08 0.035 0.09 0.035 
SEZ Shenzhen 937 0.51 0.221 0.52 0.214 
SEZ Zhuhai 174 0.06 0.027 0.04 0.017 
SEZ Shantou 88 0.01 0.003 0.01 0.003 
SEZ Xiamen (2004) 726 0.070 0.051 

Source: each city's statistics bureau; percentages are calculated by the author 

Table 12 shows the details of import and export values by product categories in Guangdong 
Province, which can reflect the trade pattemsin Shenzhen toa degree. Since Shenzhen's 
manufacturing capability has been superior to the other cities in the region, what Guangdong 
Province needs to import should he the same as what are Shenzhen's weak sectors. As the 
table shows, this region still relied on importing electronic technology and manufacturing 
technology despite the fact that the overall trade difference remains positive. Moreover, most 
product categories in high-technology sectors still require imparts to fill up the technological 
gap, with computer and communication technology being the only exception. The implication 
from this table is that Guangdong's production capability for computer and communication 
technology field is in a relative high level and in a rather complete range. The absolute high 
amount of export and import of machinery and equipment, electric and electronic products, as 
wellas computer and communication technology, shows there are vigorous economie 
activities of all these sectors in the region. 

On the other hand, by combining Table 10 and Table 12, the relative small industrial output 
and small import amount of biomedical and life science technology reveals the fact that bath 
the local production and demand for life-science sector is only limited in the region. 

Table 12 Breakdowns offoreign trades in Guangdong Province 2003 
l(million USD) Export Import Difference 
Manufactured goods 148,847 116,632 32,215 

Mechanica! and electrical products 99,713 74,035 25,678 
Metal products 5,753 1,138 4,615 
Machinery and equipment 36,104 18,717 17,387 
Electric and electronic products 42,493 44,814 -2,321 
Transport equipment 3,309 2,469 840 
Instruments and meters 3,580 5,775 -2,195 
Others 8,474 1,122 7,352 

High and new-tech products 48,085 45,405 2,680 
Biologica! technology 6 23 -17 
Life science technology 274 512 -238 
Photoelectric technology 932 532 400 
Computer and communication technology 43,092 15,437 27,655 
Electronic technology 3,298 25,121 -21,823 
Computer integrated manufacturing tech 281 2,457 -2,176 
Material technology 101 444 -343 
Aerospace technology 35 828 -793 
Others 66 51 15 

Source: Guangdong Yearbook 2004, Guangdong StatistJes Press 

Location quotient (LQ) can represent an area's specialization in certain economie activity, by 
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calculating the percentage of that economie output in the area of interest divided by the 
percentage of national (regional) output accounted for by that activity (F eldman 1994 ): 

LQ = Àoa/Ào 

Where A.oa is the percentage of the eertaio economie output in an area, and the denominator is 
the percentage ofthat output in the national (regional) level. 

ICT industry is generally the major sector for most development areas, but it is particularly 
dominant in Shenzhen. Table 13 shows the relative importance of each high-tech sector again 
by location quotieuts for some selected development areas. As the data shows, Shenzhen has 
specializations in both ICT and advanced machinery, but is inferior in biomedical and 
aero-science sector. 

Table 13 Location quotieuts for selected areas (2004) 
High-tech city ICT Advanced Biotech Aero- science 

machinery 
Beijing 0.78 4.51 0.79 0.69 
Shanghai 0.87 3.45 0.45 0.09 
Guangdong 1.14 0.51 0.33 0.03 
Shenzhen 1.09 1.40 0.07 0 

Source: 2004 Statistles Year Books from each regwnal statistics bureau 

The above data indicate that Shenzhen's outstanding economie performance is ahead of all the 
other SEZs and is characterized by companies with economie scales and export-oriented. ICT 
industry plays the dominant role in Shenzhen's economie activities in termsof its gross output, 
manufacturing value-added and export values, with other high-tech sectors lagging bebind. 

2-3 Foreign direct investment as knowledge sourees 

Foreign direct investment (FDI) may bring knowledge about product standard and 
management skilis into one region so as to facilitate the region to build up innovation 
capability. Therefore, the available foreign investment amount and openness for international 
cooperation is one dimeosion todetermine a region's knowledge acquisition capability. 

FDI bas been traditionally an important capital souree for Shenzhen and foreign funded 
companies are the main contributor for manufacturing value-added. In 2005, 69.7% oftotal 
manufacturing value-added was produced by the FDI companies. The total FDI amount in 
2005 was 2,969 million US dollars, and HongKong took more than half ofthe shares, 
foliowed by the US, Japan and Taiwan (Table 14). 

Table 14 FDI amount and shares in Shenzhen 2005 
Total HongKong US Japan Taiwan 

Amount (million USD) 2,969 1,571 91 66 53 
Increasing rate 26.3% 25.5% 10.7% 100% 33.1% 
Percentage ofthe total -- 52.9"/o 3.1% 2.2% 1.8% 

Source: Shenzhen Statistles Bureau 

Ristorical data show that Hong Kong and Macau ( especially Hong Kong) have always been 
the major FDI souree for Shenzhen. As early as year 1991, Shenzhen had already been one of 
the favorite cities for foreign investments, thanks for the practice of open policy (Table 15). 
Actually utilized foreign capital amount in Shenzhen 1991 was 7% ofthe natien's total in that 
year. However, despite that other SEZs also attracted eertaio amount of foreign capitals in the 
early years, the increasing ra te of foreign investments in the other SEZs are much smaller 
than that of Shenzhen. Shantou, in particular, bas a negative growing of foreign investment. 
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Capitals from Rong Kong to Shenzhen are not only invested into manufacturing industry but 
into other sectors such as infrastructures, logistics, service sectors, etc. Industrial firms 
established in the early years were mostly in light manufacturing sectors, such as textile, 
watches, toys and household appliances (Cheng, 1993). After financial crisis in 1997, the 
investment rate from Rong Kong has shown a sign of slowing down. Investments from 
Taiwan were only concentrated in certain years. Rowever, for the politica! reasons, certain 
amount of capitals originated from Taiwan was frrst transferred to RongKongor the United 
States, and then entered into Mainland. The real amount should be much larger than statistica! 
data record. Investments from Japan were high in 90s, but significantly went down after year 
2000. The US and France are also important investors for this region, but the investments 
were also concentrated in certain years. FDI to Shenzhen did not grow as rapidly as befare in 
recent two years (Table 16). 

Table 15 Foreign capitals used in 1991 and 2003 for selected cities and regions 
1991 2003 

Firms Foreign Firms funded Firms funded Foreign 

Regions 
funded capitals % ofthe by capita1s from by other capitals % ofthe 
by three (million nation HK, Macau, and foreign (million nation 
capitals USD) Taiwan capitals USD) 

Nation 6965 7810 21074 17272 80486 
Beijing 174 368 0.05 327 633 2146 0.03 
Shanghai 431 855 0.11 1699 2557 5850 0.07 
Guangzhou 567 377 0.05 1427 464 2580 0.03 
Shenzhen 759 580 0.07 1453 376 3623 0.05 
Zhuhai 349 170 0.02 426 128 942 0.01 
Shantou 366 265 0.03 201 77 202 0.00 
Xiamen 378 183 0.02 436 221 1243 0.02 

Source: Chma Clty Statlstlcal Yearbook 1992 and 2004 

Table 16 Ristorical data of actually utilized foreign capital amount (in million USD) and 
1 d . . se ecte souree countnes m percentages 

Year 
Foreign HK& 

Taiwan Singapore Korea Japan US France UK 
capita! used Macau 

1986 489 78.73 14.31 5.11 0.82 
1990 518 50.58 0.58 1.54 33.20 7.72 2.12 
1995 1735 60.58 3.98 18.44 8.13 5.13 0.58 
2000 2968 62.16 1.31 2.02 2.73 1.72 3.84 8.96 3.84 
2005 2969 52.91 1.79 2.22 3.07 

Source: Shenzhen Year Book 2005 

Same evidences show that in recent years the attractiveness for FDI in the Yangtze River 
Delta (YRD, including Shanghai, Suzhou, Wuxi, Nanjing, to name just a few) is growing 
higher than that in the Pearl River Delta (PRD) region. For example in 2004, the number of 
total investment in YRD was 14310 items and that in PRD was 7308; the total FDI amount in 
YRD was 20,990 million USD and that in PRD was 10,010 million USD17

• What is even 
more relevant for this study is that investments for upstream ICT industry such as IC 
manufacturing and key components production are more concentrated in YRD cities such as 
Shanghai and Suzhou, while Shenzhen still highly relies on key component import and 
focuses on downstream ICT product processing. 

2-4 Regionat innovation capability 

Part ofthe economie performance of a region is determined by the region's innovation 
capability. Shenzhen's innovation capability can be assessed in two levels- provinciallevel 
and city level. Since Shenzhen is embedded into Guangdong's innovation system, and further 
integrated in the national innovation system, it is necessary to first evaluate Guangdong's 
innovation capability as a whole. 
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Regional innovation capability ofGuangdong Province 
China's Research Group on Development and Strategy of Science and Technology bas 
developed an index system for China's regional innovation capability evaluation, and 
publisbed annual report since 2001 onwards. This index system contains five major 
dimensions- they are knowledge creation, knowledge acquisition, enterprise innovation, 
innovation environment, and innovation performance, which is more comprehensive for 
analysis than the other index systems developed by international organizations such as World 
Economie Forum (WEF) and United Nations. Each dimension ofthis index system is 
composed by three to five individual indexes, such as patent numbers and R&D expenditures 
for knowledge creation, technology transfer and FDI for knowledge acquisition, 
manufacturing capability and new product output for enterprise innovation, market demand 
and financial environment for innovation environment, and international competitiveness and 
macroeconomy for innovation performance. According to the Research Group's Annual 
Report, Guangdong Province has been listed as one of the highest innovative region in China 
since the beginning of that innovation study. Guangdong Province is superior in the enterprise 
innovation capability and innovation performance, but inferior in knowledge creation (Table 
17). 

Table 17 Regional innovation capability for selected regions 
Region Rank Total KC0 KA EI IE lP 

200I Score Rank Score Rank Score Rank Score Rank Score Rank Score 
2004 

Rank 

Weight 1.00 0.15 0.15 0.25 0.25 0.20 
Shanghai I 57.I6 I 45.42 2 52.74 I 68.65 I 51.9I 2 61.45 
Beijing 2 54.82 2 83.08 I 34.67 6 44.5 7 56.3 I 59.79 
Guan2d0n2 3 49.32 3 25.57 7 46.92 3 55.07 4 50.44 3 60.33 
Jiangsu 4 48.52 4 26.39 6 51.97 2 62.98 2 49.I2 4 43.7 
Zhejiang 7 41.19 5 23.52 10 37.23 4 45.55 6 45.82 5 46.I8 
Source: the Annual Report of Regional Innovation Capability of China, 2004-2005 

More insights of Guangdong's innovation capability can be obtained from detailed analyses 
of patent numbers, patent compositions and R&D inputs. Firstly, from the comparison of 
patent application numbers between the teading innovative regions of China, it reveals that 
although the total number of patents filed by Guangdong is relatively high, the innovation is 
mostly at new designs and invention patent number is not particularly high (Table 18). 

Table 18 Patent applications by major cities and provinces (2005) 

Accumulated total Percentage of Composition of three types of patents (2005) 
City applications national total Inventions Utility Models Designs 

of national wide application in 2005 (% of2005) (% of2005) (% of2005) 
Total 2257284 383157 24% 36% 40% 
Shanghai 6.76% 8.55% 32% 27% 41% 
Beijing 7.49% 5.89% 54% 31% 15% 
Guangdong• 14.88% 18.85% 18% 26% 56% 
Jiangsu 7.16% 9.09% 19% 32% 49% 
Zhejiang 8.02% 11.28% 16% 29% 55% 

,j~ Source: State Intellectual Property Office of PRC 

Secondly, Guangdong Province has a relatively higher percentage of individual and industrial 
innovations, while applications from universities and research institutes are particularly low 
in Guangdong. This is the result from the comparison between application percentages made 

d Abbreviations for the indexes: KC - knowledge creation, KA- know1edge acquisition, EI -
enterprise innovation, IE - innovation environment, and lP - innovation performance 
e Data of Guangdong province has already included Shenzhen. 

I 
3 
2 
6 
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by different applicants in major cities and provinces (Table 19). 

Table 19 Composition of patent applicants by major cities and provinces (2005) 
Within three typesofpatent applications (% oftotal <lQJJ!ications) 

City 
Individuals University Research institutes Industrial companies Organizations 

Total 59% 5% 3% 33% 0.5% 
Shanghai 15% 9% 5% 70% 1.7% 
Beijing 40% 11% 12% 36% 0.7% 
Guan~don~ 66% 1% 0.5% 33% 0.1% 
Jiangsu 59% 7% 1% 32% 0.1% 
Zh(!jiang 78% 4% 0.3% 17% 0.1% 

'I~ Source. State Intellectual Property Office of PRC 

In addition, from R&D input viewpoint, the financing sourees for scientific research in 
Guangdong Province are mostly from business corporations although this is generally the 
case in other regions as well. Beijing is the only exception because it possesses many research 
resources from the central government. Financial institutions are more actively in investing 
R&D in bath Guangdong and Jiangsu than in the other regions (Table 20). 

Table 20 Breakdowns of research financing sourees in selected regions (2003 or 2004) 

Are as 
Research 

Government Corporation Institutions 
Financial Foreign 

Others 
financing institutions capitals 

Shanghai (2003) 27425 23.0% 70.0% na 4.7% na 2.3% 

Beijing (2004) 60206 45.2% 39.1% 4.5% 1.8% 4.6% 4.7% 

Guan~don2 (2003) 36296 10.4% 72.5% 2.7% 10.8% 1.6% 2.0% 
Jiangsu (2003) 37281 14.7% 65.4% 3.1% 10.1% 0.4% 6.3% 

Source: electromc year hooks from each regwnal statistles bureau 

Wh en divided by technology fields, it reveals that the R&D expenditures in Guangdong (data 
in year 2000) were significantly concentrated on electranies and telecommunication 
manufacturing, and certain amount was invested into electronic machinery and equipments. 
The expenditures to other fields such as chemieals and pharmaceuticals were in 
disproportional small amount (Table 21 ). 

Table 21 R&D expenditures by technology fields in Guangdong 2000 

Ranking Technology Fields R&D expenditures 
million yuan) 

1 electranies and telecom manufacturing 4180 
2 electrooie machinery and equipments 1390 
3 science research 720 
4 chemieals 320 
5 hygiene 200 
6 'pharmaceuticals 300 

Source: Report on R&D Resource Analys1s m Guangdong, 2000 

Dividing research items by research categories can reflect the quality and depth of the 
research activities; these research categories include basic science, application technology, 
experiment and development, and R&D result applications. Table 22 indicates that the basic 
researches, with the smallest number of research items, are less performed in Guangdong 
province region. Researchers are more active in experiment and product development. 
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Table 22 Research items by categories 
Category Items 
Basic science 3630 
Application technology 5107 
Experiment and development 7377 
R&D result applications 4024 

Source: Report on R&D Resource Analysis in Guangdong, 2000 

The dis/ribution of innovation capability within Guangdong Province 
The distri bution of innovation capability within Guangdong Province is highly concentrated 
in certain cities. Because the evaluation of innovation capability is similar to the notion of 
productivity, it can be indicated by patent per worker (Feldman, 1994). In the previous section, 
only dornestic Chinese patents are taken into account for innovation capability evaluation, 
here we broaden our analytica! scale to include the US patent applications made by 
Guangdong's companies. When calcu1ating patent productivity by dividing invention patent 
numbers with l ,000 R&D staffin the case of Chinese patent application and with 10,000 
R&D staffin the case of US patent application, the result shows that Shenzhen and 
Zhongshan are two cities with highest invention patent productivity, foliowed by Guangzhou 
and Shantou for Chinese patent app1ications (Figure 5); At the same time, Shenzhen is the 
only city with highest patent productivity for US patent applications, foliowed by Dongguan 
and Qingyuan (Figure 6). 

Figure 5 Dis tribution of in vention 
productivity in termsof Chinese invention 
patent per l ,000 R&D staff within 
Guangdong Province 
(Patent nu mb ers in 2004) 

Source: this study 
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Shenzhen s innovation capability 

Figure 6 Distribution of invention 
productivity in terms of US patent per 
10,000 R&D staff within Guangdong 
Province 
(patent numbers in 2004 ) 
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Source: this study 

Shenzhen 's total dornestic patent applications in 2005 are 20695 cases, which takes 29% of 
the total from Guangdong Province. More than half of Guangdong's invention patents are 
applied by Shenzhen's companies. Guangzhou is incomparable to Shenzhen in invention 
patents. The other two SEZs are insignificant in regarding to their total patent numbers. 
Furthermore, the total accumulated US patent number of China is 5846 and more than 10% 
are from Shenzhen (precisely 602 patents), which made Shenzhen the teading innovative city 
in Guangdong which possesses internationally competitive technologies (Table 23). 
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T bl 23 P a e b d atent nurn ers an percentage o fG d uangc ong tota l fl hr SEZ ort ee s an dG uangz h OU 
Total US 

Total dornestic patents Dornestic three types ofpatents 
City patents 

r accumulated) 
(applied in 2005) (applied in 2005) 

Nation 5846 383157 In vention Utility Models Designs 
Guangdong 817 72220 
Guangzhou 83 11093 2025 3160 5908 

% of Guangdong 10% 15% 15% 17% 15% 
Shenzhen 602 20695 8215 5566 6914 

% of Guangdong 74% 29% 64% 29% 17% 
Zhuhai 27 432 78 115 252 

% of Guangdong 3.3% 0.6% 0.6% 0.6% 0.6% 
Shantou 2 1149 49 95 1037 

% of Guangdong 0.2% 1.6% 0.4% 0.5% 2.5% 
,Lu Source. State Intellectual Property Office ofPRC 

Note: Patents data of Guangdong Province, Guangzhou and Shenzhen are referring to the statistica( reports sorted 
by application year and announced by State lntellectual Property Office of PRC; while data of Zhuhai and Shantou 
are gathered by patent search, also sorted by application year, from the patent database provided by the same 
lntellectual Property Office. There are some discrepancies between these two data sourees for the reason that only 
granted patents will be listed in the database, so that the numbers gathered by patent search will be less than 
official filings . However, these discrepancies did oot affect the interpretations that in ventors from Shenzhen are 
major players in patent applications especially in in vention patents. 

Although currently Shenzhen has outstanding innovation capability in terms of its relatively 
higher patent application nurnbers than its neighboring cities, this capability is neither 
inherent nor is it out of nothing. In the early 90s, there were only occasional dornestic patent 
applications from Shenzhen, let along the high-standard international patent filings. Suddenly 
from 1997 onwards, Shenzhen's patent records skyrocketed (Figure 7), starting from dornestic 
patent applications. Shenzhen thereby overtook Guangzhou's teading position and became the 
most innovative city in the South-China region. At the same time, some companies started to 
expand their international market with own technological capability. US patents were granted 
for Shenzhen's companies with an increasing rate from 2000. However, when country of each 
patent 's assignee is taken into account, the results show that more than 70% of total US 
patents are actually assigned by Taiwanese companies, while dornestic Chinese companies 
take around 10% of the total (Table 24). Altogether these figures lead to two conclusions. The 
first one is, on the one hand, Shenzhen 's dornestic cornpanies still have limited innovation 
capabilities, fortheir international patent grants do not match with the dornestic patent 
numbers. The second one is, on the other hand, the nurnber of dornestic companies which are 
capable to file US patents is indeed increasing. These companies could first accumulated 
abundant experiences in dornestic patent system. Due to cornpetition in the world market, 
they gradually built up in-house innovation capabilities to meet international requirements. 

Figure 7 Historica! dornestic and US patent applications from Shenzhen 
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Table 24 Country of assignees of Shenzhen 's application in the US patent system 

Country of assignee Tota1 China Taiwan US HK 

US patent numbers 602 58 432 3 13 

% oftota1 US patents 9.63% 71.76% 0.50% 2.16% 

Source: US Patent Database 

Table 25 shows the basic statistics ofR&D institutions in Guangdong province by selected 
cities. It reveals that although the research institutions and governmental funds are only 
limited in Shenzhen compared to the most major cities in the region in absolute amount, the 
per person R&D expenditure in Shenzhen is above provinciallevel. Nevertheless, Shenzhen's 
number of public R&D institutions and employed scientists and engineers are far fewer than 
Guangzhou and other cities. 

Table 25 Basic statistics ofR&D institution in Guangdong province by SEZs and Guangzhou 
(2003) 

Numberof Funds 
Cities 

Numberof 
emp1oyed Scientists (million Govemment 

Per person 
institutions and ex penditure 

persons 
engineers 

yuan) appropriations 

Tota1 province 378 18293 6612 3,607.89 1,526.39 180296 
Guangzhou 121 11268 5437 3,184.32 1,302.82 259505 
Shenzhen 6 110 63 22.69 20.77 214909 
Zhuhai 8 339 63 61.83 23.47 ll0620 
Shantou 15 747 173 52.46 22.78 66881 

Source: Guangdong Statistles Yearbook 2004 

However, when comparing R&D input by large and medium-sized companies (Table 26), 
Shenzhen is standing ahead of all cities in the same province, and spending much higher in 
R&D, both in absolute amount and per person average, and in new product development than 
any other cities including Guangzhou. 

Table 26 R&D by large and medium-sized companies in Guangdong Province by SEZs and 
Guangzhou (2003) 

Numberof 
Per person Expenditure 

Scientists Persons 
Expenditure ex penditure fornew 

persons 
for R&D forR&D product 

Cities engaged in and engagedin 
S&T engineers R&D 

(million deve1opment 
yuan) (million 

activities 
yuan) 

Tota1 province 113072 80266 73740 12,363.15 167659 9,107.12 
Guangzhou 16345 9814 12934 1,524.99 117906 1,110.18 
Shenzhen 33239 29718 26047 6,154.06 236268 4,500.14 
Zhuhai 4541 3497 2698 221.94 82261 138.79 
Shantou 1112 864 575 55.35 96261 79.23 

Source: Guangdong Statistics Yearbook 2004 

The high proportion of industrial R&D input in Shenzhen bas an important role in the 
innovation capability building process, despite the fact that public research bas long been 
neglected in Shenzhen. Foreign investment is no doubt a major souree for importing 
technology knowledge, but dornestic companies arealso investing efforts to catch up. In the 
following section, we will move on to the analysis of the innovation institutional environment 
under which these companies are performing. 
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2-5 Innovation institutional environments 

Several institutional factors in addition to industrial structures constitute the environment for 
building up the region's innovation capability. The most important of these factors are 
economie development policies, education system and human resources, major organizations 
and institutions, legal environment especially intellectual property right proteetion and 
financial sector. Each of these factors will be discussed in details in the following sections. 

Economie development policies 
The formation of industrial structure in Guangdong Province and Shenzhen has bistorical 
background. During the period of planning economy, the Chinese central govemment out of 
national defense concerns allocated most of economie and research resources into the areas 
with better industrial foundations, including northeast region and central-east region, and 
invested very little in the coastal-south region. The outcome was that there were only few 
state-owned enterprises in Guangdong Provillee and the region's technology capability was 
lagging bebind the North. However, after the open and reform policy was implemented, the 
lack of previous industrial infrastructure in the region tumed out to be the advantages for the 
development of flexible light in dustry and became a good candidate for foreign technology 
transfer21

• Shenzhen is the partic u lar examp Ie of this reverse fortune. 

In the early years ofthe imptement ofthe Special Economie Zone in Shenzhen, the operation 
model mainly focused on processing export; meaning that foreign investment was highly 
encouraged to establish joint venture, cooperative or direct invested campani es, but supply of 
materials and product marketing could bath rely on world market. F or enterprises settling in 
this zone, they could enjoy special treatments in regarding to tariff, customs, wage system, 
financial system, capita! utilization, physical infrastructures, regulations and administrative 
procedures, etc. One of these remarkable changes was that Guangdong local govemment 
started to possess autonomie power. Financial mechanism also enabled private savings to 
transfarm into investment. Economie development plan was no langer under the control of 
the central govemment and the previous inward-looking philosophy was replaced by export 
promotion strategy (Cheng, 1993). 

In the recent years, the previous special treatment has lost their advantages for other regions 
have similar or even more favorable policies to attract foreign capitals. Shenzhen therefore 
came up with new development policies. Shenzhen's development strategiescan be outlined 
as followings. Firstly, the importance ofthe third industry (service industry) should be 
emphasized. Development of international trading, financial insurance, transportation and 
information communications should be promoted for they are major sectors in the modem 
service economy. Secondly, manufacturing sectors should be transformed from 
labar-intensive to capitai-intensive and technology-based industrial system, by means of 
technology transfer from advanced countries and independent research. Finally, high and new 
technology industries should be the focal sectors during this transition period (Taiwan 
Mainland Council, 1999) 

Education systems and human resources 

Usually, the local university is acting like a knowledge generation engine for providing high 
quality human resources and advanced technology. The interactions between local business 
and universities are unexceptionally emphasized by innovation system literature. The most 
famous example is the pivotal role played by Stanford University in Silicon Valley. Many 
successful companies originated from the region, including Hewlett-Packard, Fairchild and 
Apple Computer, all have associations toa various degree with the university. 

Shenzhen has one university as well- Shenzhen University (SZU), which was established in 
1983 inside the Shenzhen Special Economie Zone and specialized in the technological fields 
including information, telecommunication, photo-electronics, microbiological gene 
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engineering, specialized materials and civil engineering22
• Withits relatively young age, 

however, its influence upon the regional innovation capability cannot be fully confrrmed yet. 

In fact, for a young city like Shenzhen, the current residents are mostly immigrants from other 
regions, including mainland, Hong Kong, Taiwan and overseas. The intlux of human 
resources has created a dynamic productive environment for local firms. Moreover, most 
innovative companies would be willing to provide their best offers to attract the most 
outstanding talents from all around the country, and that is indeed the reeruitment policy in 
the number one innovative company - Huawei23

• 

However, for a society to have long-term sustainable development, education must come as 
one of the very first priorities. One studl4 has already pointed out that, according to world 
standard by population proportion, Shenzhen should at least have eight universities to meet 
the demand of higher education. Obviously, there is still a long way to go for the local 
govemment in this regard. 

One strategy that the local govemment has adopted to overcome the shortage of high 
education resources in Shenzhen is to cooperate and form alliances with other leading 
national and international universities, including Beijing University, Tsing Hua University, 
Jiao Tong University, Harbin Institute ofTechnology, HongKong Polytechnic University and 
many others to form Shenzhen Virtual University Park25

• These universities in alliance can set 
up research institutes in this park, enrolllocal students, and even carry out joint research 
project with companies in the region. This park is also an incubation center, providing 
platform infrastructure and technology transfer mechanism for laboratory-developed 
technology to go commercialization. Since 1999, this park has incubated a number of 
successful innovative start-ups. This new cooperation model between the so-called innovation 
triangle government-university-industry is actually a big innovation itself. 

Major organizations and institutions 

The responsibility of planning and building up Shenzhen's regional innovation system is 
carried out by Shenzhen Bureau ofScience Technology & Information26

• Their major tasks 
include implementing national guidelines, policy and regulations for science and technology 
development; enacting local regulations, rules and technology program; studying 
socio-economie aspects in regarding to the introduetion of technology and information; 
rnanaging innovation foundations; identifying high technology companies and products; and 
instructing technology transfer from public sectors to private ones. 

The definition of high technology and thus recognition of high technology companies is the 
frrst step for the promotion ofthe development of high technology industry. For the regional 
technology policy should be in consistenee with the national science and technology strategy, 
the Chinese Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST) has enacted a series of guidelines 
and regulation for the recognition and management of high technology companies. Once a 
company meets the requirements for being a high technology one, it could enjoy some policy 
incentives, such as reductions and exemptions from taxation in value-added goods, profit, 
income, import or export. 

MOST, resembling to Research in the European Commission is in charge of enactment of 
national S&T programs. The most important ones during the past five years (the 1 Oth 
Five-year Plan period, 2001-2005) include National High-tech R&D Program (863 Program), 
National Key Technologies R&D Program, National Program on Key Basic Research Projects 
(973 Program), R&D Infrastructure and Facility Development and Environment Building for 
S&T Industries (including the Spark Program, Torch Program and National Science and 
Technology Achievements Outreach Program). The common aims of these programs are to 
encourage the high technology industry to develop independent innovation capabilities and to 
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foster the industrialization of high technologies. 

In fact, a number of the research programs in Shenzhen are spousored by the national 863 
programs, including Kexing's interferon, Sunshine's PDA and many research bases and key 
laboratories. Still more frrms are supported by the Innovation Fund for Technology-based 
Firms from the central government. 

The Torch Program is a critica! program and aims to create a favorable environment for high 
technology industry to develop. The details ofthe Torch Program include building up science 
parks, incubation centers, overseas Chinese business centers, university technology parks, 
software bases, and high-tech product trading promotions. Furthermore, the Program also 
draws upon financial channels to design a venture capita! investment mechanism and 
information channels to conneet to the international technology society. The initiations of 
industrial parks in Shenzhen (SHIP Program), including Shenzhen Vrrtual University Park 
and Nanshan High-tech Park are actually under the Torch Program. According to the analysis 
by the authority, Shenzhen's high-tech parks have several characteristics. First, the output 
produced by ICT industry takes 98% oftotal industrial output. Second, more than 50% of 
high-tech products from the region enjoy independent intellectual property rights. Third, the 
innovation system is led by business sector but is embedded inside the public technology 
platform. Fourth, the professional and interactive incubation center is emerging. Fifth, 
resources from leading universities around the country are integrated in the region. Sixth, 
environmental ecology, humanity ecology and industrial ecology are developed in harmony. 
Finally, international cooperation is vigorously ongoing. These factors all contribute to the 
uniqueness of Shenzhen 's innovation systems. 

In this 11 th Five-year Plan, Shenzhen is planning to move forward to extend its innovation 
scope. The idea proposed is to have a strategie cooperation with Hong Kong to build up a 
so-called "Shen-Kong Innovation Circle27

," and to integrate complementary resources from 
these two cities. This cooperation should be upgraded from simply technology development 
alliance to advanced science research and from lead by private sectors to national policy. 

The other local organizations that dedicate to facilitate networking interactions between 
high-tech firms include Shenzhen High-tech Industry Association and Shenzhen CXO Club. 

IPR protections 

The issues concerning to IPR proteetion have gained a lot of attentions from the Chinese 
authorities after being a memher state in WTO. The National Working Group on Intellectual 
Property Rights Proteetion was set up in 2004 in order to further strengthen the leadership of 
IPR proteetion undertaking. The main task of the Working Group is to be responsible for 
promoting the construction of laws and regulations on IPR protection, well dealing with the 
linkage of administration law enforcement and criminal justice and joint supervision on the 
disposal of major IPR infringement cases28

• 

In the regionallevel, Shenzhen's IPR proteetion taskis under the IPR Proteetion Action Plan 
proposed by Guangdong Province. The priority is set on the product categodes of foods, 
medical products, electronics and household appliances, covering patents, trademarks and 
copyrights infringement. The customs between Shenzhen and HongKong will as well put 
more efforts on preventing infringement goods from custom clearance. 

In China's Hi-Tech Fair 2004, the organization invited each dornestic and international 
exhibitor to sign up "IPR Proteetion Shenzhen Agreement" (news from China's Ministry of 
Science and Technology29

). This agreement also represents the resolution of Chinese 
government on building up a favorable environment for protecting innovation. 
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Financial sectors 
According to Cooke ( 1997), the financial sector is of strategie importance when a system of 
innovation is formed because financial capacity shapes the foundations of innovation 
capabilities. Two financial aspects are important in the regionallevel in regarding to 
innovation systems. The frrst one is regional budgets and the second one is financing of 
infrastructures. The regional government's budgetary availability determines its capacity to 
mobilize the region's innovative resources, while building up infrastructures makes possible 
the multiple relations that are established between the differentagentsin a regional economy. 

Shenzhen government's fmancial capability is not weak, forthefact that the taxation iocome 
is 136 hiliion yuan in 2005, which is 27.6% oftotal GDP (492.69 billion yuan). The 
government spent 50% iocome into modernization, industrialization and infrastructure30

• 

However, the local government expenditure on R&D (GERD) is just 1.7 hiliion yuan31 (0.3% 
of GDP). R&D input from local government is very low, and the research in the region highly 
relies on business sector or central government's support. 

Foreign direct investment is insome ways important in shaping Shenzhen's innovation 
system. Financial market is also vigorous in Shenzhen. Shenzhen Stock Exchange, together 
with Shanghai Stock Exchange, is the first stock market in mainland China. It also sets up 
Small and Medium Enterprise Board to provide alternative financing sources. Venture capital 
holders are actively researching for new investing targets from the region. One advantage held 
by Shenzhen in regarding to the development of financial market comes from that it has an 
outstanding role model, Hong Kong, to follow. In addition, Shenzhen has gained more 
experiences about how market economy is in practice than most of its counterparts. 

To upgrade Shenzhen's innovation capability, Shenzhen's Financial Bureau has proposed 
three major areas that require more efforts input for the ongoing 11 th Five-year Plan period; 
they are, increasing investment in infrastructure to balance the development between both 
areas inside and outside the Special Economie Zone, increasing GERD from 1. 7 hiliion yuan 
in 2005 to annual 2 billion yuanf and increasing input to public affairs especially in 
education32

• Many other financial instruments are proposed by the responsible authorities, 
including fmancial support for independent innovative frrms, speeding up the construction of 
leading high-tech industrial parks, funding platform key technology, increasing the ratio of 
h"gh h d . . 33 1 -tee pro ucts m government procurement, tax exemptwn, etc. 

Shenzhen's geographic location has enabled it to win the politica! selections for being the 
pilot of practicing China's open and reform policy. This economie experiment has provided 
opportunities for the city to be connected to the global production chain, initially in the light 
processing industries and later in the ICT related industries. No particular innovation 
activities were taking place in the early years; however, the presence of foreign companies 
and the accumulation of market experiences for years suddenly stimulated innovation in 
business sectors. Public research and other facilitating institutions were only introduced in 
later stage. 

How does Shenzhen's innovation capability accumulation come into being? In the following 
chapter, theories about innovation study wili be reviewed. Special attention will be paid to 
industrial clusters from geographic agglomeration perspectives and institutional factors in 
shaping innovation systems, in attempt to provide a research framework for investigating the 
souree of innovation generation from geographical, organizational and institutional aspects. 

r Nevertheless, this amount is still at low percentage oftotal R&D expenditures. 
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Chapter 3 Theoretical background 

So far we have reviewed Shenzhen's economie performance on the one hand and her 
innovation capability on the other. The question now is by which way Shenzhen has built up 
her innovation capability, and through which mechanism Shenzhen managed to translate her 
innovation capability into economie growth. The theories of innovation studies could provide 
clues for the answers. 

The goal of most innovation studies is to provide explanations about how technological 
change would lead to economie growth, based on evolutionary economie theory. Evolutionary 
economie theory is to refer toa set oftheories which pay particular attention to the role of 
technology and institutions in the process of economie growth (Verspagen 2000). 

Innovation could be location-bounded. Companies are benefited from geographical 
agglomeration due to local knowledge spillovers and clustering may stimulate innovation 
activities due to production linkage. Moreover, local organizations and institutions are the 
determinants for the environment of the "habitat" where innovative companies would pref er 
to settle. All these factors and their interactions have attracted many research interests in 
recent days and derived abundant theories accordingly, for the theories could provide not only 
insights for economie growth study but also implications for economie policy making. 

F ollowing sections will describe related theories in details, starting in dustrial geographic 
concentration, industrial clusters, to innovation systems. 

lndustrial geographic concentration and innovation process 
Firm's geographic distribution is traditionally stuclied by location theories. Location theories 
deal with locational issues in two levels - frrms and places. In the frrm level, research interests 
mainly center on locational choices made by the firm; researchers are in attempt to answer 
questions like why the frrm locates at a particular site, where it might best locate and how it 
uses its sites. On the other hand, place approach gives attention to the nature of industries in 
an area (an area can be a country, a region, or a city)- how they relate toeach other, and 
whether or not they are appropriate to the policy objectives of government. (Chapman & 
Walker, 1991) 

Location factors, the least-costs location theory (Weber 1929), and behavior approach are 
usually adopted to illustrate a frrm's locational decision-making process. Greenhut's location 
factors (Chapman & Walker, 1991, p44) include demand factors, cost factors, and purely 
personal factors - that is, the importance of psychic income, environmental preferences, and 
the security motive. The least-costs approach describes the tirm's location decision as the 
minimization of the sum of all transport costs associated with the distance existing between 
the input sourees and the market (Weber 1929 in Maggiani 2002). In more recent years, a 
number of alternative theories- new economie geography (Krugman 1991, 1995), lock-in 
model (Arthur 1988), industrial geography (Stroper and Walker 1989) started to focus on the 
influences that the number and type of already located frrms have on the location decisions of 
potential new entrants (Reviewed in Maggiani 2002). 

The concentrations offirms suggest that the location of one plantor firm is influences by that 
of another. Three types of agglomeration economies are identified by Weber (Weber, "Theory 
ofthe Location of Industries" 1929 in Chapman & Walker, 1991, p59): scale economies 
contributing to larger plants; localization economies allow independent small business to gain 
by locating near to each other; urbanization economies - scale advantages that benefit an even 
wider group of business. The interactions between different sectors are described as following: 
As manufacturing grows in a particular area, the business services imprave in variety and 
quality, potential suppliers and buyers increase, and at the same time, the size and variety of 
the workforce expands. Costs - production costs, transport costs, transaction costs, labor 
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training costs, etc. thus can be reduced (Chapman & Walker, 1991 ). Other than cost side, 
agglomeration benefits due to local knowledge spillovers have caused a lot of research 
interestsas well (Caniels and Romijn, 2005). 

Maggioni (2002) therefore identifies several factors that determine net locational benefits. 
The net locational benefits are calculated as the difference between locational gross benefits 
and systemic locational costs. Locational benefits and locational costs are both composed of 
geographical and agglomeration factors. More specifically, geographical benefits depend on 
the intrinsic feature of the site ( such as the quality of the local factors of production - capita] 
and labor, the efficiency ofthe local specialized suppliers and business service firms, and the 
quality of urban and in dustrial infrastructure ); geographical costs include locally prevailing 
wage and interest rate, average price of business services, and level of land rent and taxa ti on. 
Both agglomeration costs and benefits are determined by the number of existing frrms in a 
cluster. As the number of frrms located in a given cluster increases, gross benefits increase 
because of agglomeration economies due to productive specialization, knowledge spillovers, 
reduction in transaction costs, increases in the quality of local pool of skilied labor force and 
increases in the efficiency of the local credit mark et. Locational costs initially decrease along 
with the increasing number of firms in the cluster until the optima] number is reached, then 
increase due to competition. (Maggioni, 2002) 

Geographic proximity can be related to regionat innovation process. Dosi (1988, in Feldman 
1994, p23) provides five "stylized facts" ofthe innovation process which are instructive in 
interpreting why location may benefit innovative activity; these facts are: the uncertainty of 
the innovation process; the reliance on university research; the complexity ofthe innovation 
process; the importance of leaming by doing; and the cumulative character of innovation 
activity. A geographic concentration of rival frrms may provide a knowledge resource to 
reduce innovation's uncertainty; proximity to university research may help frrms to stay at the 
technology front; presence of related in dustry and specialized business services may facilitate 
in overcoming the complexity ofinnovation; finally, the accumulation ofknowledge becomes 
less mobile and eventually locational bound. 

Other researchers also found that the innovation process is highly geographic bounded. The 
innovation process in general, as well in particular industries, tends to be highly localized 
(Audretsch 1998). Fritsch (2003) proposes two main reasons for such a geographical pattem 
that innovation activities are concentrated. First, spatial clustering of innovation activities of a 
certain type or in a certain technological field is in many cases associated with a 
well-developed regionat supply of needed inputs. Secondly, it is argued that knowledge 
spillovers generated by innovation activities are concentrated in the area near the source. 

Although there are few consensuses about the role played by local knowledge spillovers (LKS) 
as drivers of innovative activities in industrial clusters, Caniels and Romijn has proposed four 
specific mechanisms for linking agglomeration advantages with frrm-levelleaming processes; 
namely spontaneous pecuniary effects on knowledge investments, induced pecuniary effects 
on knowledge investments, spontaneous real effects on serendipity, and spontaneous real 
effects on knowledge investments (Caniels and Romijn 2005). 

Other mechanisms for knowledge spillovers are identified by a number of researchers. The 
first group of thoughts assumes that spillovers might be embodied in either production linkage 
flows or patent-flows between frrms. The second mechanism is that knowledge may spillover 
through a single frrm's investment in R&D, and innovation is imitated by other firms. A third 
group suggests knowledge spillovers may be facilitated by geographic proximity. Technology 
knowledge can spill over through a set of format and informal contacts (Reviewed by AlM 
research, 2005). 

Network approach is a widely used methodology to study information flows within clusters. 
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The literature on innovation suggests that informal, unplanned, face-ta-face, oral 
communication, networking is criticalto the innovation process (reviewed by Enright 2003). 
lt is the communication between individuals that facilitates the transmission of knowledge 
across agents, firms, and even industries (Saxenian, 1990: 96-97, studying the networks 
located in California's Silicon Valley) "lt is not simply the concentration of skilied labors, 
suppliers and information that distinguish the region, but technical, financial, and networking 
services provided by regional institutions, trade associations and local business organizations, 
specialized consulting, market research, public relations and venture capital frrms". 

Other local culture aspects, for example the attitude towards entrepreneurship, arealso 
identified by researchers as the determinative factors for formation of innovation networks. 
The uneven distribution of entrepreneurial activities has led to the condusion that some 
regional factors must exist to influence these activities and thus cause special regional 
faunding behavior (Fornahl, 2003). Brenner (2001, in Brenner 2004) pointed out the 
importance of start-ups for the establishment of localized industrial clusters which, in turn, 
have a positive impact on employment, growth and innovativeness. Several case studies 
confrrm that spin-ofis from existing frrms or universities are important for the establishment 
ofregional clusters and innovations in the high-tech industry (Brenner 2004). 

Industrial clusters and innovation systems 
The concept of industrial clusters has evolved from the ideas that frrms may he benefited from 
co-location, to that clustering due to production linkages may stimulate more innovation 
activities, to that the role played by organizations and institutions are important to generate 
clustering synergies, and finally to that the effectiveness of innovation system may determine 
the economie performance of the region or the sector. The details of these related ideas will be 
discussed in the following sections. 

Industrial districts 
lt is generally a consensus that the concept of in dustrial districts proposed by A. Marshall 
(1920) is the first one in attempt to describe ways in which firms might benefit from 
co-location. He argues that external economies might cause small firms that are located in the 
same district to experience some benefits similar to economies of scale. The examples of such 
external economies include information spillovers, local non-traded inputs, a local skilied 
labor pool and shared infrastructure (Marshall, 1920). 

Industrial clusters 
The concept of clusters originally focus es on the linkages between firms, mainly demand and 
supply linkages, and the spillovers caused by these linkages. Porter (1998) defines clusters as 
"geographic concentrations of interconnected campani es and institutions in a particular field. 
Clusters encompass an array of linked industries and other entities important to competition. 
They include, for example, suppliers of specialized inputs such as components, machinery, 
and services, and providers of specialized infrastructure (Porter, 1998, p78)." The study of 
in dustrial clusters emphasizes on the profits that frrms accrue because of the connections to 
other firms or their proximity (Brenner 2004 ). 

The evolution ofthe cluster concept gradually encompasses all the important dimensions of 
modern innovation processes. The braader definition of clusters is that clusters are networks 
of interdependent firms, knowledge-producing institutions (universities, research institutes, 
and technology-providing firms), bridging institutions (e.g. providers oftechnical or 
consultancy services) and customers, linked in a value-added creating production chain. The 
concept of cluster thus goes beyond that of firm network, as it captures all farms of 
knowledge sharing and exchange. The analysis of clusters also goes beyond the traditional 
sectoral analysis, as it accounts for the interconnection of frrms outs i de their traditional 
sectoral boundaries. (OECD, 1999) 
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The importance of industrial clusters was first stressed in the "Competitive Advantage of 
Nations" by M. Porter, 1990. According to Enright, the examples ofregional clustering 
provide evidence that even as competition and economie activity globalize, that competitive 
advantage can be localized. Globalization can result in a geographic spread of economie 
activities over space, but it also can allow firms and locations with specific sourees of 
competitive advantage to exploit their advantages over ever wider geographic areas. 
Globaliziog and localizing tendencies make 'place' more importanttoa region's economie 
well being (Enright, 2003). 

Brenoer (2003) suggests that the emergence of local industrial clusters is triggered by eertaio 
developments in an industry, usually iocreases of demand or technological changes. As a 
consequence, new firms are founded and existing frrms grow. Advantages and disadvantages 
of the location of iodustrial clusters may take different forms, which range from their 
geographicallocation to the existence of eertaio institutions within the region. Policy 
measures might influence the attractiveness of regions and therefore increase the likelibood 
that industrial clusters emerge at a eertaio place; while the dynamics within an industry are 
triggered by changes in the market or the technology, the dynamics within regions are 
triggered by one or a few people who found a firm or take the frrst activities with respect to a 
flourishing market or new technology; the initial developments are amplified by local 
self-augmenting processes, like the accumulation of human capital, spio-offs, spillovers and 
local synergies (Brenner and F omahl, 2003 ). 

Innovative milieux and colleelive learning 
The concept of 'innovative milieux' was developed by a French research project, 
GREMI -study (Camagni 1995). lt is based on the theoretica! position that the success of a 
region depends on the existence of 'district economies' and 'proximity economies'. These are 
caused by the human capital that is created in the region by educational and training activities, 
informal contacts between firms and the flow of information with the region, and a common 
cultural, psychological, and often politica! background. It emphasizes the importance for firm 
innovative activity of inter-firm relationships, territoria! socio-economie embeddedness, and 
dynamic local collective leaming processes (Keeble and Wilkinsou 2000). It is not restricted 
to one or a few industries, but focuses more on information exchange and less on business 
contact between frrms. (Bren er 2004) 

Similarly, the concept of 'collective leaming' is attempting to understand those mechanisms 
by which shared knowledge, languages and cultures are diffused, and how this process might 
influence the growth ofregional clusters. Storper (1995, 1997) has poioted out that 'untraded 
interdependencies' between 1ocal frrms and other organizations play a key role in the growth 
of technology-based 'regional worlds of production'. These inter-dependencies involve 
informal inter-frrm networking and collaboration and processes of regionat collective leaming. 
(Keeble 2000) A simp Ie definition is given by Lorenz, 1996 that regionat collective leaming 
involve 'the creation and further development of a base of common or shared knowledge 
among individuals making up a productive system which allows them to co-ordinate their 
actions in the resolution of the technological and organizational problems they confront'. 
Particular regional clusters may over time develop a collective leaming capacity for creating, 
diffusing and elaborating new technological and organizational knowledge within and 
between the cluster's constituent frrms (Keeble and Wilkinsou 2000). 

Innovation systems 
The related concept to the innovative milieux and collective leaming is that ofthe "leaming 
region', which is also derived from earlier notion that innovative national economies are 
regarcled as "leaming economies" ( Lundvall and Johnson 1994, in Keeble 2000). The further 
development is the recent literature on 'national innovation systems (NIS)' (Lundvall1992, 
Nelson 1993, Preeman 1995) and 'regional innovation system (RIS)' (Cooke and Morgan 
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1998), with their primary attentions on the nature and role of regional institutions and 
organizations which may facilitate knowledge development and leaming by local frrms 
(Keeble 2000). Preeman (1992) characterizes an innovation system as "all institutions and 
structural factors, which affect the introduetion and diffusion of new products processes and 
systems in an economy." This perspective is different from that of 'regional collective 
leaming' in the way that the later focus es more on processes of regional inter-frrm networking 
and interaction which have evolved spontaneously between frrms themselves. 

The research on regional innovation systems (RIS) aims to study the innovative behavior 
among local frrms on a sub-nationallevel (Cooke and Morgan 1993, in Cooke 2003). Asheim 
and lsaksen (1997) defined the concept of RIS as a specialized cluster offrrms supported by a 
developed infrastructure of supplier frrms and regional knowledge and technology diffusion 
organizations, which tailor their services to the specific needs ofthe dominating regional 
industry. Cooke and Morgan (1993) demonstrated that regional development of 
high-technology depends on the interaction of public and private local in dustrial support 
institutions involved in 'regionalized network'. A regional innovation system is made by a 
plurality of actors, like large and small frrms working in a production sector, where network 
relationships exist, associations of enterprises, consultancy frrms, venture capitalists, informal 
groups, networks and associations, organizations of professional training, universities, 
institutes of research, private laboratodes of R&D, a gene i es of technological transfer, 
chambers of commerce, specific governmental agencies and appropriate offices ofthe public 
administrations. The interaction between these actors is under the structure of the so-called 
"triple helix: industry- government- education". The sense ofbelonging represents the base 
of an "associative approach" or of "associative govemance" that leads to the creation of clubs, 
forum, consortia and different institutional schemes of partnership (Cooke and Morgan 1998, 
in Cooke 2003 ). 

According to Cooke, innovation strategy is to aim at building systemic linkage to local and 
global value chains. The lesson about sectoral clustering is that the more there is the 
opportunity for moving towards more knowiedge-based working in the host economy, the 
better the developmental chances are. This is particularly true in relatively labor-intensive 
sectors where upgrading involves tacit knowledge exchange with intermediades and other 
frrms in face-to-face contexts that enhance innovative problem solving (Cooke, 2003). 

Other than geographic perspectives, another school ofthoughts focuses on the sectoral 
differences in terms of their innovation systems; that is, sectoral innovation systems, which 
provide an analytica} model with three building blocks- knowledge and technology, actors 
and networks, institutions - to illustrate the dynamics and evolutions of the industries of 
interests (Malerba 2004). 

Competition versus cooperation perspectives 
Both competition and cooperation play important roles in obtaining a necessary momenturn in 
a region. Studies show that regional clusters appear to involve in both greater cooperation and 
greater competition among direct competitors than geographically dispersed industries 
(Brusco 1990, in Enright 2003). In a modem industrial economy, the model ofindustrial 
organization basedon the concept of economiesof scale has been replaced by a new 
organizational model based on an increasing integration, cooperation and competition 
between different firms that beloog to the same wide sector of activity (Braczyk et al. 1998, in 
Enright 2003) 

Greater cooperation in regional clusters can be observed through the fact that there are more 
activities that firms in close proximity can share, such as bulk purchasing, joint infrastructure 
investments, environmental control, and labor training. Localization can also increase the 
politica} power of an industry, makes it easier to negotiate and monitor cooperative 
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agreements (Enright, 2003 ). 

Regional clustering is also linked with competitiveness (Porter 1990, in Enright 2003). Porter 
emphasized the role that competition among local frrm plays in stimulating innovation and 
improvement in international competitiveness. Greater competition occurs because 
competitors in close proximity often focus more on each other than frrms at a distance. 
Enright (1998, in Enright 2003) concludes that the appropriate question for firms in regional 
clusters and their policy makers is not whether to compete or cooperate, but rather on what 
dimensions to compete and on what dimensions to cooperate. 

Development of industrial clusters 
Enright has identified five categories of characterize the state of development of clusters: 
(Enright 2003) 

1) Working clusters are those in which a critica! mass of local know led ge, expertise, 
personnel, and resources create agglomeration economies that are used by frrms in competing 
with those outs i de the cluster. There tends to be knowledge of the interdependence of local 
competitors, suppliers, customers, and institutions. 2) Latent clusters have a critica) mass of 
firms in related industries sufficient to reap the benefits of clustering, but have not developed 
the level of interaction and information flows necessary to truly benefit from co-location. This 
can be due to a Jack of knowledge of other local frrms, a Jack of interaction among frrms and 
individuals, a Jack of a common enough vision of their future, or a lack of the requisite level 
of trust for frrms to find and exploit common interests. 3) Potential clusters are those that have 
some of the elements necessary for the development of successful clusters, but where these 
elements must be deepened and broadened in order to benefit from the impact of 
agglomeration. 4) Policy driven clusters are those chosen by governments for support, but 
which lack a critica} mass offrrms or favorable conditions for organic development. 5) 
'Wishful thinking' clusters are policy driven clusters that lack, not only a critica} mass, but 
also any particular souree of advantage than might promote organic development. Many of 
the electronics and biomedical 'clusters' found in government programs fit into this category. 

However, AlM Research proposed another dimension for identifying the factors that are the 
causes of the development of an industrial cluster. These factors for cluster emergence are a 
lead or anchor frrm, public sector investments and activities, shocks and precipitating events 
and local demand and market patterns. Factors for cluster development are the existence of a 
specialized labor force, technological or market opportunities, and demand and access to 
market (AlM Research 2005). 

lmplications 
Due to the findings of some common characters in growing economies, such as growing 
levels of business R&D and other innovation-related investment, an increasingly diversified 
base of R&D performers, improved linkages between science and industry, high levels of 
networking among actors of innovation through both format and informal relationship, and 
small sized firms, OECD (1999) has proposed "innovative cluster" as a key concept in 
adjusting policy rationale to economie realities (Guinet 2003). 

There are several factors which help clusters emerge and succeed. These factors include a 
critical mass of frrms to enable economies of scale and scope, sufficient cases of successful 
entrepreneurship, demanding (including public) customers, a good mix of rivalry and 
co-operation, advanced supplier frrms' flexible organization and management, continuous 
upgrading ofknowledge and attractiveness ofthe industry for talented people. These critica! 
factors are among the areas where governments may aid cluster formation. They have a role 
as a facilitator of networking, as a catalyst of private efforts, and as an institution-builder, to 
establish an efficient incentive structure and infrastructure. (Guinet 2003) 
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Hypotheses of this study 
Chapter two has outlines the innovation capability and economie performance of Shenzhen, 
which reveals that Shenzhen is outstanding in high-tech industry, especially in ICT sector; at 
the same time, Shenzhen is superior in technology invention and general innovation 
performance, but inferior in public research and advanced technology knowledge creation. 

Studies of innovation and industrial structures suggest that the presence of related industries 
with a geographic proximity (that is, industrial clusters) will provide chances for knowledge 
spillovers, technology cooperation and fmally stimulate innovation. In addition, the notion of 
innovation systems emphasizes the public research for knowledge creation. Therefore, the 
overall hypothesis for this study is that Shenzhen's better business innovation output is the 
outcome ofthe clustering of high-tech firms; while Shenzhen's inferior capability in 
knowledge creation is due to its premature innovation system. 

H· The concentration of high-tech firms in Shenzhen has formed industrial clusters and led to 
the better business innovation output; Shenzhen s innovation system is incapable of 
facilitating advanced knowledge creation. 

In order to investigate the above hypothesis, it should be broken down into smaller issues. 
From cost benefit of innovation process viewpoints, one of the motivations for companies to 
stay close to one another is to appropriate extemalities for innovation process, including 
reduced innovation uncertainty and capture local knowledge spillovers. It is legitimate to 
speculate that for companies lacking of intemal resources would rely more on knowledge 
extemalities and hence tend to agglomerate in a region. Small dornestic companies, compared 
with their large-sized foreign counterparts, are relatively deficient in in-house research 
resources. Therefore, the first two hypotheses of this study are: 

Hl: Smal! and medium-sized innovative high-tech companies have higher geographic 
concentration degree than large-sized innovative high-tech companies. 

H2: Dornestic innovative high-tech companies have higher geographic concentration degree 
than foreign funded innovative high-tech companies. 

Secondly, theories of innovation systems suggest that proximity to research institutes is 
critical for innovation generation and shared infrastructure, especially for cutting-edge 
technologies. Innovation studies have suggested that geographic proximity matters the most 
where tacit knowledge plays an important role in the generation of innovation activities. At 
the same time, industry life cycle studies found that tacit knowledge plays the most important 
role during the early stages ofthe industry Iife cycle (Audretsch and Feldman, 1996). Based 
on empirica! evidence, Audretsch and Feldman concluded that the generation of new 
economie knowledge tends to result in a greater propensity for innovative activity to cluster 
during the early stages of the industry life cycle, while innovative activity tends to be more 
highly dispersed during the mature and declining stages of the life cycle. Therefore, the next 
hypothesis is: 

H3: Emerging industries tend to agglomerate due to institutional magnetic farces. 

Thirdly, the theories of industrial clusters emphasize on production linkages between 
companies engaged in complementary product lines. It is the information circulation within 
the whole production chain that generates the innovation output. At the same time, it is the 
requirement of frequent contacts between these companies that motivate companies to be 
clustering. Therefore, the hypothesis is that the companies specialized in certain technology 
fields would tend to agglomerate. 
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H4: Specialized companies tend to agglomerate due to the convenience of in formation 
circulation. 

Finally, the notion of innovation activities are locational bound leads to the final hypothesis 
that, other requirements being equal, the higher geographic concentration would generate 
higher innovation output. 

H5: Higher innovation output is correlated with higher geographic concentration. 

Although this study fails to identify the mechanisms for the local knowledge spillovers and 
information circulations within the innovation systems and is incapable of measuring the real 
locational benefit for each frrm, the study interest will mainly focus on the geographic 
distribution pattems and their relationship with final innovation outcomes. 

By studying innovating campany's location, company size, capita} sources, core products and 
their innovation output, this study will frrst identify the geographic concentration degree of 
innovative companies for each sector, second link the spatial distribution of innovation with 
production chain in attempt to identify the geographic distribution of specializations. Thirdly, 
the institutional factors would betaken into account, especially the knowledge infrastructure 
of each district. Fourthly, statistica} tests will be performed in order to establish the 
relationship between geographic concentration and innovation capability. Finally, the 
identification of in dustrial clusters and interaction with institutional factors will be discussed 
under the framework of innovation systems. 
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Chapter 4 Data analyses and results 

In order to test the hypotheses proposed in the previous chapter, several sets of data are 
required; they are, campany's innovation data, location data and company profiles. The 
innovation output is indicated by patent numbers; while the geographic distribution will be 
represented by geographic concentration index. This chapter will elaborate the measures 
adopted for data collection, data analyses and results presentations. 

4-1 The evaluation ofinnovation capability and data sourees 

Innovation capability can be established in severallevels; that is, in individual companies, in 
industrial clusters or in the regionallevel. From previous discussions, we have learned that in 
Shenzhen, the performance on enterprise innovation and innovation outcomes are high, but 
the capability on knowledge creation is relatively low. Therefore, the following analyses will 
only focus on enterprise innovation capability of Shenzhen companies and their geographic 
distributions. 

One important assumption made by this study is that, for those firms being recognized by the 
government as high technology companies, they should possess higher potential to innovate 
than traditional ones. According to China High-Tech Product Catalog34

, high-tech companies 
can be categorized into information and communication technology (01), software (02), 
aero-science (03), advanced machinery and automation (04), biomedical (05), new materials 
(06), new energy (07) and environmental technology (08)g. Therefore, the collective 
innovation capability of the high-tech companies in these eight fields should be able to reflect 
the regional innovation capability to a high degree. Accordingly, the frrst step before data 
collection is to narrow research target down to the qualified high-tech companies. Based on 
the High-Tech Company List published by Shenzhen government (Shenzhen Bureau of 
Science Technology and Information35

), there are 943 companies qualified in Shenzhen at the 
end of2004. This list will serve as a basic reference for the data analyses throughout the 
whole study. 

The second assumption made by this study is that patent application numbers can represent a 
frrm's relative innovation capability. One particularity ofChina's patent system is that it 
recognizes both technological invention and product impravement as patent rights and 
categodes into invention, new utility model and design. Invention patents can link to the 
campany's scientific research capability; while the utility models and designpatentscan 
represent the campany's new product development capability. Thus, the next step this study 
took is to screen out those companies that havenopatent filings in China's State Intellectual 
Property Office36

, and record those that havepatentsin invention, utility models, or designs 
respectively. Then define the companies that have at least one patent in invention, referring as 
inventive companies, and those at least have one patents of any type, referring as innovative 
companies. By this definition, the domain of innovative companies has included inventive 
companies. 

Damestic patent survey 
After screening, 465 companies (that is, almost 50% oftotal high-tech companies) with at 
least one type of patent filing are found. However, only 209 of them have at least one 
invention patent (Table 27). Collectively, these companies have filed 8763, 6355, and 2765 
patentsin invention, utility and design respectively. They are 63.12%, 27.19% and 10.82% 
respectively oftotal patentsh applied by Shenzhen's companies, institutions and individuals. 

g The category number for each high-tech sector will be adopted throughout this study. 
h From recent patent search database ofChina's State lP Office, the total patents applied from 
Shenzhen are 13882 in invention, 23374 and 25564 in design, making total patentsas 62820. However, 
this figure is contradictory to Shenzhen's total application patent number, 67918, also announced by the 
same bureau (Table 11 in this study). Nevertheless, this won 't affect the result of analysis in this study. 
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When analyzed by their belonged sectors, it is found that among 209 inventive companies, 
half ofthem (precisely 104) are ICT companies, and this tigure increases to 58% when it 
comes to innovation records, meaning that higher percentage of companies ha ving less 
research-intensive innovations. Moreover, with 8202 records, ICT sector already takes 
93.60% oftotal invention patents (Table 28). To have a closer look, three companies, Huawei 
(4739), ZTE (1588) and Foxconn (1239) in fact have already occupied 86% oftotal invention 
patents (8763) filed by the surveyed high-tech companies. 

Table 27 campany's patent application by sectors 
Company with at least Company with at least 
one invention patent one patent 
Inventive campani es Innovative campani es 

Sector Total high-tech company 209 465 
OI ICT 104 270 
02 software 9 26 
04 advanced machinery and production 33 73 
05 biomedical 22 34 
06 new materials 23 32 
07 new energy 10 18 
08 environmental technology 8 12 

Source: this study 

Table 28 campany's patent numbers by sectors and patent types 
Invention (%) Utility(%) Design(%) 

Sector Total high-tech company 8763 6355 2765 
01 ICT 8202 (93.60%) 5638 (88.72%) 2299 (83.15%) 
02 Software 108 (1.23%) 41 (0.65%) 30 (1.08% 
04 advanced machinery and production 141 (1.61%) 445 (7.00%) 219 (7.92%) 
05 Biomedical 187 (2.13%) 72 (1.13%) 89 (3.22%) 
06 new materials 63 (0.72%) 80 (1.26%) 102 (3.69%) 
07 new energy 39 (0.45%) 53 (0.83%) 19 (0.69%) 
08 environmental technology 23 (0.26%) 26 (0.41%) 7 (0.25%) 

Source: th1s study 

Further analysis shows that the most innovative activities take place in the sub-sector of 
computer and peripheral parts ( 1510, 18.41% of the total) and telecom product and equipment 
( 6406, 78.10% of the total) within ICT sector (Table 29). 

Although software is one ofthe priority sectors in the regional policy, surprisingly, there are 
not many patents granted. One possible explanation is that most software products are 
protected by copyright, instead of patent right. The innovation capability of this sector cannot 
be fully reflected by this patent survey. 

Referring to OECD definition (OECD 2002), advanced machinery and automation including 
precision tools and measurements could be regarcled as part of the ICT sector. Our resu1ts 
show that advanced machinery and automation sector has produced a considerable amount of 
innovation activities. Wh ether or not the increasing innovation records of advanced 
machinery have links with the development ofiCT industry in the region requires further 
investigations. 
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Table 29 Companies with invention patents analyzed by sub-sectors 
Company numbers Inventionpatents 

Total high-tech compan_ywith invention_l)_atents 209 8763 
01 ICT 104 8202 (93.60%) 

0101 computers and penpheral parts 33_(31.73% 1510_(18.41% 
0102 IC design and manufacturing 6 (5.77% 50 (0.61%\ 
0103 optica! electronics 9_(8.65% 31_(0.38% 
0104 broadcast and TV technology 2 (1.92% 99 (1.21%\ 
0105 telecom product and equipment 45 (43.27%) 6406 (78.10%) 
0106 Manufacturing equipments and facilities 9 (8.65% 106 (1.29%\ 

02 Software 9_(3.35o/~ 108_(1.23%1 
0201 system software 0 0 
0202 network software 3_(33.33% 19_(17.59%\ 
0203 application software 6 (66.67%) 78 (82.41%) 

04 advanced machinery and automation 33 (15.7<)0/<l} 141_(1.61%) 
0401 advanced machinery 23 (69.70% 108 (76.60%) 
0402 automation, digital and precision meters 10_(30.30% 33_(23.40%) 

05 Biomedical 22 (10.53%) 187 (2.13%) 
0501 gene therapy and bio-pharmaceuticals 11 (50.00%) 93 (49.73%) 
0502 traditional Chinese medicine 1 (4.55%) 12_(6.42% 
0503 chemical pharmaceuticals 3_(13.64o/<l} 5_(2.67% 
0504 food technology, enzyme, bio-reactor 1 (4.55%) 5 (2.67% 
0505 medica! instruments, bio-informatics 6 (27.27%) 72 (38.50%) 

06 new materials 23_(10.05o/~ 63_(0.72o/~ 

0601 roetal alloy 3 (13.04%) 3(4.76% 
0602 non-organic, non-metal matenals 6 _(26.0<)0/<l} 8_(12.70% 
0603 organic macro-molecules 11 (47.83%) 43 (68.25%1 
0604 compound matenals 3 (13.04%) 9 (14.29%) 

07 new energy 10 (5.26%) 39 (0.45%) 
0701 solar energy, new energy cells lO_(lOO.OOo/~ 39 _(100.00% 
0702 high-efficient, energy-saving products 0 0 

08 environmental technology 8 (4.31%) 23_(0.26%) 
0801 air pollution prevention 0 0 
0802 water treatment 5_(62.50o/~ 14_(60.87% 
0803 solid waste treatment 3 (37.50%) 9 (39.13% 
0804 lpollution monitoring 0 0 
0805 sound pollution prevention 0 0 

Source: thts study (Patent numbers survey m Chma's IPR Bureau) 

US patent survey 
In order to evaluate the technological capability of companies from Shenzhen by international 
standard viewpoint, a patent survey in the US patent database37 is also performed. The result 
is similar to dornestic patent survey; that is, teading companies have taken the biggest 
percentage ofthe total patent filings. This time, Taiwanese Foxconn Group including Hon Hai 
Precision Technology Co. and FIH Co. has 428 patent records in total, taking up 71% of total 
inventions from Shenzhen. Dornestic teading companies, such as Huawei and ZTE, have 
much fewer patent numbers, but many of the records are in recent years and the patenting 
trend is going up. A number of foreign companies, especially companies originated from 
Hong Kong and the US also have patent records, and most of these patenting are filed in the 
name of jointly inventions. Judged by relatively few patent numbers each company has, there 
is possibility that the motivation of patenting for the foreign companies of this kind is out of 
serendipity. Hong Kong, being the major foreign capital souree for Shenzhen, did not have 
particular innovation records in termsof US patent applications (Table 30). 
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Table 30 US patent applications by companies from Shenzhen 
Country of Number of companies and Company's total patent Percentage by leading 
assignees leading company narnes number oompany's patent ofthe 

total 
Total 57 companies 602 100.0% 

(including individual 
inventions) 

Taiwan Foxconn Group 428 71.0% 
(Hon Hai, Flli, Foxconn) 

China Huawei 12 2.0% 
STS 8 1.3% 
ZTE 3 0.5% 
Individuals 71 11.8% 

Others 
Taiwan 3 companies 5 0.8% 
China 11 companies 16 2.6% 
HongKong 19 companies 27 4.5% 
US 16 companies 22 3.6% 
Germany I company 3 0.5% 
Singapore 1 company 1 0.2% 
Unknown 6 1.0% 

Source: th1s study (Patent survey m the US Patent Database) 

After deliberate patent search by specifying current US classifications38 and defining 
invention city as Shenzhen, the results show that the majority of Shenzhen's patent records 
are still in the field ofiCT-related. Table 31 shows the main classifications with higher patent 
numbers. Specifically, most of these patents are in the technology field of electrical 
components and manufacturing process. Other occasional records are in the fields such as 
drug, bio-affecting and body treating compositions ( class 514, patent 5), data processing 
(class 700, patent 3), multiplex communication (class 370, patent 8), telephonic 
communications (class 379, patent 5) and optica! waveguides (class 385, patent 7). 

Table 31 Major patents by current US classifications 
Current US Class Description Patents Percentage of the total 
165 Heat exchange 93 15.4% 
174 Electricity: conductors and insuiators 42 7.0% 
248 Supports 36 6.0% 
257 Active solid-state device 101 

16.8% 
(e.g. transistors, solid-state diodes) 

312 Supports: cabinet structure 35 5.8% 

361 Electricity: electrical systems and devices 167 27.7% 
439 Electrical connectors 25 4.2% 

Source: this study (Patent survey m the US Patent Database) 

4-2 Characteristics and geographic distribution of inventive and innovative companies 

In order to illustrate the geographic distribution of the targeted inventive and innovative 
companies, a survey has been carried out to collect company data. For all465 innovative 
companies, the location datai and core products-i are also recorded whiling taking patent 
survey. Further data collection efforts are paid to 209 inventive companies and selected 
innovative companies that are qualified as Top 100 companies in Shenzhen. The company 

i The location data ofthe innovative firms is referring to the address as filed in China's State 
Intellectual Property Office database. Th ere is possibility that the filed address is a different location 
from the innovation activity actually took place. 
j The core products of a company are determined from both what has been patented and what has been 
described as core product items in company's website. There are chances that personal misjudgment 
may lead to the company being categorized in different sector from its real core competency. 
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database covers size, registered capital, established year and capital sources. Withinthese data 
categories, company's employee number is a must for analyzing geographic concentration 
pattem; whenever a company's precise employee number can not be found, estimation will be 
performed. 

After intensive survey of209 inventive companies, the employee numbers of 125 companies 
are known. F or 3 7 companies, only re gistered capital amount can be found. Thus, the 
employee numbers are estimated from the capital amount by referring to other companies 
with similar range of company profile. Secondly, mark the companies that are also listed as 
Top 100 companies announced by Shenzhen Bureau ofTrade and Industry39 and search their 
company profil es. If the company size can not be found, estimate from similar companies and 
judged by their rankings in Top 100 (at the end, 1 of 16 inventive Top 100 companies and 4 
out of22 innovative Top 100 companies are by estimation as having 2000 workers). Finally, 
by referring to Shenzhen's statistics data, the distribution oftotal company size is known. 
Assuming that the distribution of high-tech companies is coherent with the distribution of 
total companies, assign the average employee number for SMEs of 41 Ok to the rest 
companies, for the reason that the majority of Shenzhen's companies are SMEs ( only 51 out 
of2355 are large companies1

). At the end, 47 ofinventive companies and 276 innovative 
companied are by estimation as SMEs. This estimation metbod is referring to Feser 2000. 

Location data 
From the simple distribution table, almost half ofinventive companies (46%) and innovative 
companies (43%) are located in the Nanshan district. The percentage ofinnovative companies 
in Futien slightly increased from inventive companies (Table 32). The percentages ofboth 
inventive and innovative companies in the other districts remain at low level. 

Tab1e 32 The location data of inventive and innovative companies in Shenzhen 
Total Bao'an Longgang Nanshan Futien Luohu Yentian 

Inventive companies 209 27 11 96 59 16 0 
13% 5% 46% 28% 8% 0% 

lnnovative companies 465 58 29 198 149 29 2 
12% 6% 43% 32% 6% 0.4% 

Source: this study 

Geographic concentration data 
One dimeosion to study industrial structure and company interactions is to identify frrm's 
geographic distribution. There are several indexes from different perspectives, including Gini 
coefficient of income concentration and the four-firm concentration ratio for identifying 
industrial geographic concentration pattems. Among others, the model proposed by Ellison 
and Glaeser (1997), denoting as y, is a very robust one (Feser 2000). 

Ellison-Glaeser (1997) 

f (Z[ -xiY -(1-L xt )z:: zl f (Sj -Xj)
2 -[1-L xr]H 

- i-1 l } k f-l 1 

'= [~-~,; ~~-~ "J - (~-~ >~]o-BJ 

k This average number is calculated from middle number oftwo company size ranges. By definition, 
small sized company is company with less than 300 employees, and medium sized company is ranged 
from 300 to 2000. The number oftotal small companies is 1704 and that of medium companies is 600. 
1 Large company is defined as employee number higher than 2000, plus total sales revenue higher than 
300 million yuan and total asset higher than 400 million yuan. It is possible that a company with 
employee number higher than 2000 is still categories as SMEs due to its unqualified sales revenue and 
total assets. Therefore, the average 410 is a conservative estimation. 
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Where Si is region i's share ofthe study industry's employment, Xi is the region i's 
manufacturing employment astheshare ofthe manufacturing employment in the total area. In 
our case, region i refers to each district, and the total area is Shenzhen city. 

M 

L (s; -x;)2 

The value of. i=l is the standard geographic concentration index, denoting as G, which 
shows the differences between the activities of particular in dustry of one region and the 
region's general economie activities. For example, there is one region specialized in business 
services and its manufacturing sector takes only small percentage of the nation's total 
employees. If one certain manufacturing industry has higher proportion of employment 
located in this business area, this willlead to higherG value (than manufacturing companies 
located in manufacturing areas) since the distribution of this certain manufacturing industry 
deviated from the region's major economie activities. 

H=~kZk2 is a Herfindahl-style measure ofthe plant-level concentration of employment in an 
industry, in which Zk is plant k's share ofthe study industry's total employment (Ellison and 
Glaeser, 1997). H represents the concentration pattem in terms of frrm size. The in dustry 
constituted by few large frrms would have higher H value than the industry constitutes by 
many SMEs. 

The Ellison-Glaeser y reveals an industry's concentration pattem by controlling for 
differences in the size distribution of establishments among different industries and 
distinguish ifplants simply chose locations randomly (Feser, 2000). Positive y represents that 
the agglomeration of the industry is driven by certain factors; negative y represents that 
industry starts to disperse; when y equals to zero, the industry has a random locational 
distribution pattem. Ellison and Glaeser have also classified industry agglomeration pattems 
into three groups: y above 0.05 indicates a high degree of concentration; y between 0.02 and 
0.05 indicates an even distribution; while y below 0.02 means that the industry is not localized 
or even dispersed. These three categodes will help to identify whether or not one industry has 
higher concentration degree than the other. 

The manufacturing employee number in each district of study is critical for the calculation of 
each industry's geographic concentration degree. Unfortunately, only data ofFutien and 
Luohu are available. Therefore, estimations should be performed for the rest districts. The 
detailed procedures are described in Table 33. 

Table 33 Emp oyees of manufacturing sectors for each district and estimation procedures 
Manufacturing employees Estimation procedures 
(proportion ofthe total 
manufacturing employees) 

Nanshan 203151 (0.068) The total manufacturing population is known to the study. There, the 
Futien 181100 (0.059) first step is to minus the data from Futien and Luohu, then the result 
Luohu 71200 (0.024) is the total ofthe manufacturing employees ofthe rest. Secondly, 

Yentien 56709 (0.018) since the total population of each district is also known and the most 
Bao'an 1679019 (0.56) ofthe rest districts are industrial areas, the number from step one thus 

Langgang divided by population proportions for these four distri cts, assuming 
810127 (0.27) that manufacturing is equally important for each district. 

Source: this study 

Finally, the study industry means that the aggregate of inventive or innovative companies in 
each high-tech sector or sub-sector, which is a different meaning from the aggregate of 
high-tech sectors since the non-innovative high-tech companies are eliminated from this study 
in the frrst screening step. Therefore, the distribution of non-innovative high-tech companies 
is unknown to this study. 
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Geographic concentration of smalland medium-sized companies vs. large companies; 
do mestic companies vs. foreign funded and joint venture companies 

Befare the analysis of geographic concentration is performed, the definition of each company 
group should be first specified. Firstly, large company in this section is defined as the 
campani es listed in the Top 100 list and SMEs are the rest, which is different from the 
definition as in China's yearbooks. Secondly, the capita! sourees of each company indicate 
whether it is foreign fund, joint-ventured, or domestic. Thirdly, the target companies are only 
inventive companies in this analysis for the data limitations. 

More than half inventive companies are dornestic on es, including both state-owned and 
private companies (130 out of209, or 62.2%). The rest are either Nor FDI companies with 
Hong Kong being their major FDI source. Dornestic companies could be either under a big 
business group or set up by some eaurageaus entrepreneurs with strong motivations to 
develop technology capability of their own. 

Although capita} from Hong Kong is the major souree in terms of invested company numbers, 
Taiwanese companies, such as Foxconn Group and Proview also play a pivotal role. The other 
major investing countries include the US and Japan. Only few inventive companies are 
invested by the Europeans from Germany, Ireland and Switzerland. 

The results of geographic concentration computing (Table 34) support the first two 
hypotheses of this study; that is, inventive SMEs and dornestic inventive campani es have 
higher concentration degree than their counterparts. Companies set by joint ventures also have 
high concentration degree. The high H value for foreign funded companies also suggests that 
the sizes of these campani es vary to a large degree. This suggests that large companies or 
foreign funded campani es do not rely on the advantages of being geographic proximate to 
other companies. 

Table 34 Concentration data of companies with different sizes and capita} resources 
G H r Distribution 

Large 0.01977 0.32557 (0.43455) Dispersed 
SMEs 0.28705 0.01971 0.46136 Highly concentrated 

FDI 0.19236 0.69757 (1.26071) Dispersed 
JV 0.50872 0.05893 0.82621 Highly concentrated 
Dornestic 0.38486 0.09487 0.59431 Highly concentrated 

Source: this study 

Geographic concentration for different sectors 

From Table 35, it shows that ICT, which has included software for analysis purpose, and new 
energy sector are the less concentrated industries compared with other sectors in terms of G 
values. The ICT companies are distributing more evenly over the six districts. Since the big 
ICT manufacturing companies are mostly located in the large manufacturing areas, no 
specific concentration pattems can be identified. 

The distribution pattem of innovative campani es is similar to that of inventive campani es. 
However, when the computer industry and telecom industry are separated from the whole ICT 
industry, the story becomes different. Telecom industry has a high geographic concentration 
value, but computer industry remains dispersed. This will be further investigated in the later 
sections. 

The second index H represents the concentration pattem of frrms. Inventive computer 
industry has the highest H value; meaning that within inventive computer-making companies, 
only few of them are large companies. One definite outcome is that, innovative companies 
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have smaller H value than that industry's inventive companies since the number of innovative 
companies is by definition larger than that of inventive companies so that the employee share 
of each company would become less. However, the difference between these two values can 
still reveals that whether or not the innovative companies are greatly excessive than inventive 
companies. For example, bath innovative computer-making and telecommunication 
companies have a much smaller H value than the inventive ones, which indicates that a 
considerable number of companies in these two sectors carries out only minor innovative 
activities rather than pursuing technology advance. By comparison, the concentration pattem 
of firms in the new energy sector only has a slight change. 

Our data shows that, besides computer manufacturing industry and new energy sector, the 
other study sectors all have a high degree of geographic concentration value. The most 
concentrated sector is biomedical. Camparing with address data, it reveals that most 
bio-medical companies are located in Nanshan district. 

These results partially support the third hypothesis that emerging sectors, which is judged by 
the relatively small industrial output in the region and requires higher science-based 
knowledge (biomedical for example), have a higher propensity to agglomerate. Relatively 
matured sectors; that is, the sector has a longer history and well-established in the local 
production, tend to disperse. 

Table 35 Geographic concentration data 
All r manufacturing Employees 

employees (surveyed) G H negative 

( estimated) values in () 

!CT (inventive) 
1370380 

333004 0.03871 0.25893 (0.26350) 
!CT (innovative) 450634 0.08857 0.14418 0.00169 

Computer industry (inventive) 242275 0.04223 0.46773 (0.74827) 
Computer industry (innovative) 306995 0.04247 0.29687 (0.32290) 
IC design (inventive) 2520 0.78417 0.24269 1.38209 
IC design (inventiveJ 4160 0.70417 012791 1.18097 
Photo-electronics (inventive) 8859 0.73133 0.26296 1.27471 
Photo-electranics (innovati ve) 17l00 0.64766 0.05835 1.06591 
Braadcasting (inventive) 7070 0.79056 0.52790 1.635 I 5 
Braadcasting (innovative) 11940 0.76271 0.22140 1.32631 
Telecom industry (inventive) 65640 0.45075 0.27977 0.64057 
Telecom industry (innovative) 90790 0.42743 0.14796 0.65118 
Equipments (inventive) 3495 0.80756 0.23493 1.42847 
Equipments (innovative) 5545 0.58007 0.12067 0.94742 
Network software (inventive) 967 1.25697 0.38265 2.72794 
Network software (innovative) 1377 0.86489 0.27736 1.58408 
Application software (inventive) 2178 0.90709 0.33963 1.74422 
Application software (innovative) 10878 0.72270 0.11854 1.21360 

Advanced machinery (inventive) 
59094 

13970 0.22080 0.06168 0.32118 
Advanced machinery (innovative) 29800 0.26702 0.02078 0.42714 
Biomedical (inventive) 

12728 
8552 0.82266 0.08187 1.38408 

Biomedical (innovative) 13952 0.74343 0.04267 1.23228 
New materials (inventive) 

23657 
11043 0.25543 0.11221 0.34667 

New materials (innovative) 14523 0.30819 0.07144 0.46878 
New energy (inventive) 

47683 
21150 0.05282 0.27117 (0.25291) 

New energy (innovative) 24170 0.03141 0.20970 (0.19999) 
Environmental tech (inventive) 

5095 
3455 0.29094 0.20210 0.34590 

Enviranmental tech (innovative) 5095 0.29917 0.11884 0.42306 
Total employees 1518637 

Source: th1s study 

In addition, for dispersed sector like ICT, the y values turn from negative to positive by 
camparing the y va lues between inventive and innovative companies. Thereby, it shows that 
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the innovative ICT companies tend to be closer to one another. 

In order to visualize the different geographic distribution pattem of both inventive and 
innovative companies, the geographic density of companies is calculated and drawnon maps. 
The geographic density is defined by this paper as employees ofthe study companies per 
square kilometer. Again, the density of innovative companies is definitely higher than that of 
inventive companies, but the increasing trend in each district is actually what is of research 
interest. 

Figure 8 shows that the increased density is most observable in Nanshan and Futien district. 
Yentien also got a significant increased density. The numbers of innovative companies in 
Bao'an and Longgang increase higher in absolute terrns, but increase slightly from density 
viewpoint Figure 9 of ICT industry shows the similar distribution pattem as Figure 8. Figure 
10 of computer manufacturing industry reveals that the density of innovative companies 
increased to a lesser degree, except in Futien and Yentien. Although for telecom industry the 
density of companies is generally smaller than computer companies, the increased density of 
innovative companies is more obvious than computer companies (Figure 11 ). 

Figure 8 Geographic densities of all inventive companies vs. all innovative companies 
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Figure 9 Geographic densities of inventive ICT versus innovative ICT companies 
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Figure l 0 Geographic densities of inventive computer manufacturing companies versus 
innovative computer manufacturing companies 
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Figure 11 Densities of inventive telecom companies versus innovative telecom companies 
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So far the geographic concentration index and geographic density values show the special 
distribution of companies with innovative activities, but these indexes did notprovide any 
information of the degree of tirm's innovation intensity. Patent numbers per worker can be an 
indicator for innovation productivity. For easy data presentation, this indicator has been 
multiplied by 10,000. Only in vention patents are taken into account for inventive companies, 
while all types of patents are taken for innovative companies. 

Table 36 to Table 38 show comparisons between inventive and innovation companies with 
descriptive data of firm number, frrm size and i nnovation intensity either by sectors or by 
districts. The mean value of firm size and patents per I 0,000 workers represents its average 
amount, while the standard deviation (SD) value indicates whether the distribution is even or 
concentrated. 

To judge whether one sector is focusing on technological research or product modification, 
one may check the differences between the average invention patents and average innovation 
patents. If the innovation patent number is significantly higher than in vention number, it 
suggests that the sector has more activities on product modification. From Table 36, we may 
see that advanced machinery is the sector with the most increased innovation records, 
meaning that many companies are having innovation activities on model impravement or 
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product design. By comparison, the innovation records in biomedical sector did not increase 
much from invention records, showing that the sector's R&D effort is still at the technological 
research side. Table 37 shows that computer manufacturing and telecommunication are two 
sectors with the highest numbers of frrms in carrying out innovation activities. With high 
varia ti on values, the data show that the sizes of firms in these two sub-sectors cover a broad 
range. However, it is IC design and manufacturing sub-sector that has highest innovation 
output in terrns of patent nu mb ers per l 0,000 workers. In addition, Table 3 8 indicates that big 
companies tend to be located in Bao'an and Longgang district; while a number of small-sized 
innovative companies are located in Futien. Futien is interior in invention patent records, but 
the innovation output is increased to the average level. Another message from these tables is 
that the average size of innovative companies is smaller but variation (SD) is larger than 
inventive companies, suggesting that it is smaller-sized firrns that are added into innovative 
company list but innovation intensity is still distributed unevenly across frrms. A detailed 
table ofthe distribution data for each sector in each district is provided in Appendix. 

Table 36 Comparison between inventive and innovation companies with descriptive data of 
fi b fi . d t b b rrmnum er, 1rm s1ze an paten num er )y sectors 

Advanced New Environmental 
ICT 

Machinery 
Biomedical 

materia Is 
New energy 

Tech 

lnv Inn lnv lnn lnv lnn lnv lnn Inv lnn lnv lnn 

FirmNo. 113 296 33 73 22 34 23 32 10 18 8 12 

Size Mean 2996 1539 841 597 388 410 480 453 2115 1342 431 424 

Size SD 15777 9865 2568 1727 356 279 617 522 2916 2301 362 289 

Patent Mean 164 233 144 342 367 382 105 291 60 91 117 207 

Patent SD 340 505 159 709 423 644 120 636 68 75 68 237 

Note: lnv- lnventive companies; lnn- lnnovative companies 

Source: th1s study 

Table 37 Comparison between inventive and innovation companies with descriptive data of 
fi b fi . d b b b . h' ICT rrmnum er, 1rm stze an patent num er >V su -sectors wtt m sector 

Computer 
IC design and Photo-

Braadcasting Equipments 
manufacturing Electronics 

Telecom 

lnv Inn lnv lnn lnv lnn lnv lnn lnv lnn lnv lnn 

Firm No. 33 105 6 10 9 31 2 10 45 100 9 14 
Size Mean 7567 2990 420 416 778 551 3535 1194 1458 907 388 396 
Size SD 28371 16168 310 231 738 504 1386 5021 3389 434 341 
Patent Mean 138 197 403 395 105 373 113 180 157 232 163 311 
Patent SD 372 413 816 730 165 1105 249 297 348 207 350 
Note: lnv- lnventive companies; lnn - lnnovative companies 

Source: th1s study 

Table 38 Comparison between inventive and innovation companies with descriptive data of 
fi b fi . d b b ll . h d' . trm num er, trm stze an patent num er ya sectors m eac tstnct 

Bao'an Longgang Nanshan Futien Luohu Yentien All districts 

lnv lnn lnv lnn lnv lnn lnv lnn lnv lnn lnn lnv lnn 

Firm No. 27 58 11 29 96 198 59 149 16 29 2 209 465 

Size Mean 6901 3440 6238 2611 1070 781 745 547 556 538 15000 1964 1198 
Size SD 30660 20962 11764 7599 3771 2655 1962 1247 838 663 0 11698 7924 

Patent Mean 119 291 211 316 214 289 115 210 152 201 2 169 259 
Patent SD 164 722 459 492 373 614 193 427 174 249 I 303 550 

Note: lnv- lnventive companies; lnn - lnnovative companies 

Source: this study 
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Geographic concentration of specialized companies vs. inlegration companies 

From production chain viewpoint, the core products made by Shenzhen's ICT innovating 
companies can be divided into upstream specialized industry including IC design and 
manufacturing, photo-electronics, network software, telecom key technology and precision 
key technology; supporting specialized industry including electronic parts, computer 
peripherals, telecom equipments, factory facilities, testing, moulding, new materials, and new 
energy; system integrators and finally various specific applications such as consumer 
electronics, fmancial machines, application software, intelligent systems, mobile pbones and 
specific machinery. The categories with codes assigned by this study, firm numbers, 
geographic concentration index and their average innovation intensity are presented in Table 
39. 

Table 39 shows companies with core productsin the upstream category, except precision key 
technology, all have higher concentration degree. Supporting industry group has lower 
concentration degree. Some specific application companies, such as financial and application 
software, broadcasting, intelligent system and specific machinery have higher concentration 
degree, while some applications such as electronics, mobile pbones and conventional 
telephones have lower degree. The category with the lowest degree of concentration is 
computer system integrators. 

However, the result is a mixed pattern. For example, the integration telecom companies have 
a higher concentration degree than many specialized companies such as electronic parts 
provider or machinery equipment providers. There is no evidence to support the forth 
hypothesis that specialized companies have a higher concentration degree than companies 
require integration technology. 

Table 39 Categories and geographic concentrations of companies by core products 
Categories Firm r lnn. Core products 

No. 

Code Upstream 
IC IC design and 10 1.18 373 Semiconductor packaging and testing, smart 

manufacturing card IC design, security IC design 
PH Photo- 31 1.04 181 LCD-TFT, digital imaging, LED 

electranies 
NST Network 4 1.58 185 Networking, internet, SMS, WAP, VoiP 

software 
TK Telecom key 33 1.20 202 Braadband tech, digitalization, RF, data 

technology transmission 
MK Precision key 12 0.43 557 Precision tech, CAD, automation contra!, 

technology remote control 

Supporting 
PA Parts 38 0.23 99 Adaptors, connectors, power supply, PCB, 

UPS, switches, etc. 
PE Peripherals 30 0.80 313 Monitors, flash disks, printers, speakers, 

USB, CD drivers 
TE Telecom 10 1.09 88 Telecommunication equipments 

equipments 
EQ Factory facilities 14 0.95 311 Power system, lightning proteetion 
ME Machinery 19 0.29 236 Precision tools, wire-cut, automation 

equipments machinery 

MP Machinery parts 3 1.60 405 Machinery parts, car parts 
MAM Meters 14 0.90 314 Meters, precision measurements 
MAMO Moulding 5 0.54 97 Moulding 
NM New materials 32 0.47 291 Environmental friendly materials, paints, 

industrial chemieals 
NE New energy 18 (0.20) 91 Li battery, Ni-H battery, green battery, solar 
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cells, air conditioning 

System 
integrators 

s Computer 3 (8.3 7) 65 Electranies manufacturing service, system 
systems integrator 

TS Telecom systems 3 0.73 1233 Total salution provider, system integrator 

Applications 
AE Electranies 22 0.48 211 Household electronics, office machine, PDA, 

digital camera, MP3 player, card readers 
AF Financial 17 1.32 211 Cash machine, ATM, banking system 
AST Application 22 1.21 125 Instant message, imagine processing 

software software, ERP, security software, financial IT 
service, multimedia, e-leaming, multimedia 

BC Braadcasting 10 1.33 232 Co lor TV, cable TV network 
TAl Intelligent 26 1.03 200 Security system, intelligent building, security 

systems monitors, household control system 
TAM Mobile phones 10 0.98 328 Mobile phones, walkie-talkie 
TAT Telephones 13 0.76 174 Computer telephony, payphone, phone sets 
MAD Machinery 10 0.55 182 Car diagnostic devices, sensors 

diagnostic 
devices 

MAl lntelligent 2 0.82 284 Automation gates 
automation 
systems 

MAS Specific 8 1.27 697 Machinery laser, lifter, explosives 
machinery manufacturing, printing machines 

Note: lnn. Represents average patentsper 10,000 workers 

Source: this study 

Nevertheless, the location of certain production activities indeed has a link with the economie 
infrastructure ofthat district. Figure 12 and Figure 13 show the geographic distribution of 
core products in computer manufacturing and telecom. These pictures all reveal that 
companies focusing in specific applications, for example, financial applications and 
intelligent systerns are mostly located inside the SEZ, where the business service providers 
are also agglomerated and the technological infrastructure is relatively better constructed. The 
other interpretation is that even though ICT as a whole is dispersed, some specific products 
could be concentrated. 

Figure 12 Geographic distribution of core productsin computer manufacturing industry 
(following codes is company numbers) 
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Figure 13 Geographic distribution of core products in telecom industry (following codes is 
company numbers) 

Source: this study 
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Companies from the computers and peripherals sector have specializations in wider range of 
technological fields. Besides highly-diversified Foxconn Group, the other innovative 
companies are involved in various specific areas, such as BYD in peripheral parts and 
batteries, Netac in flash disks, Konka in consumer electronics, and Great Wall Co. in PCs. 
The product lines of these companies are rather complementary than competitive. A great 
number of smaller companies in the same clusters have only limited i nnovation capabilities 
and specialized in narrowed technology. These companies are geographically dispersed. 

A monitor cluster has been formed in Shenzhen as well, including both traditional CRT and 
LCD monitors . The clustering companies include non-innovating MNCs such as Hitachi and 
Samsung, local brands (TCL and Konka), monitor specialist Proview, and small innovative 
companies. Only small number of companies is involved in upstream LCD-TFT development. 
In fact, Foxconn Group has investment in this industry as well. 

Another emerging cluster is financial-related system builder and ATM maker. A dozen of 
companies have no inventions or own few designs. These companies are all small-sized and 
many of them were set up in the early 90s after the Shenzhen Stock Exchange was established. 
These companies are mostly located in Nanshan and Futien. 

99% of the in vention patents of telecom sector are exclusively contributed by two big 
companies, Huawei (in Longgang) and ZTE (in Nanshan). Bothof these two companies have 
capability tofileUS patents. The product lines of these two companies have a wild-ranged 
overlapping, covering from telecommunication equipments, mobile terminals and related 
resolutions, with Cisco Systems astheir major rival from abroad. 

Security related technology is a relatively competitive field in Shenzhen. This cluster includes 
intelligent community system, intelligent building, security system and security monitors, 
automotive doors, electric locks, and many others. Most of them are dornestic brands. These 
companies do nothave impressive invention capabilities, but many ofthem indeed have 
numerous utility and design patents. Most of them are located either in Nanshan or Futien 
district. 
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A number of companies are in the telephone or mobile pbones manufacturing business, but 
few of them have in vention records and their individual technological output including new 
product development is quite low. The supporting companies in the same cluster are those 
making mobile antenna, SMS technology or batteries. Both telephone companies and battery 
makers are scattered. 

Ad vaneed machinery covers a wild range of mechanica! knowledge, including precision tools, 
measurements, meter, moulding, automation control and equipment manufacturing. The 
geographic distribution of this sector is highly concentrated. 

Almost each company in bio-pharmaceuticals sub-sector has innovative activities to a certain 
degree. Some of them are direct rivals, such as Kexing versus Interlong over interferon, and 
Huakang versus PG Biotech over diagnostic reagents. All these products require advanced 
scientific knowledge. However, the cluster is in a small scale and its expanding process is 
sluggish. Biomedical companies have a concentrated geographic distribution and most of 
them are located in the high-tech parks, which could be motivated by institutional factors. 

Relationship between geographic concentration degree and innovation output 

In order to establish the relationship between geographic concentration degree and innovation 
output to see whether or not higher concentration would lead to more innovations, the Pearson 
correlation test has been run for the above groups within ICT sectors. However, the result is 
notsignificant (correlation = 0. 199, sig. = 0.283). 

Furthermore, two tests have been performed to determine whether SMEs have higher 
innovation output than larger ones and whether dornestic companies have higher innovation 
output than foreign fund companies, but both results are insignificant (sig. 0.676 for the size 
group and sig. 0.426 for the capita I group ). 

The results reject the fifth hypothesis that higher geographic concentration is correlated to 
higher innovation output. However, since the assumption for this hypothesis is that the 
innovation input should be equal between firms, the results could also overrule the 
assurnption. For this hypothesis to be further studies, innovation capability should be 
investigated in firm level as well (see discussion). 

To sum up, large companies or foreign funded companies tend to disperse; while 
smaller-sized companies or dornestic companies tend to agglomerate. Companies engaged in 
relatively mature technology tend to disperse; while companies engaged in emerging 
technologies tend to agglomerate. If the industry is concentrated, the concentration of firms in 
specific areas has arelation with the economie infrastructure ofthat area. No relations can be 
identified between geographic concentration degree and innovation output from this study. 

Entrepreneurship 
Entrepreneurship is a unique culture in Shenzhen. Unfortunately, this study cannot provide 
the exact nu mb er of the local entrepreneurs and identify the ex tent to which their influence 
has caused. Nevertheless, data from this survey of209 companies show that 40 companies 
were set up by individual entrepreneurs. These entrepreneurs have various backgrounds, from 
overseas Chinese, scientists, engineers, university professors, to school graduates. 

Another interesting finding from this survey is that the companies which were set up by 
individual entrepreneurs are indeed more aggressive in innovation. The sumofin vention 
patents from these companies is 6519, which accounts for 74% of total in vention patents 
(8763) from all209 companies. The company owning the greatest number ofpatents is 
Huawei, which total patent number is 6684 and total invention patent number is already 4739, 
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taking 55.8% and 54% respectively from 209 companies. The founder ofHuawei is Mr. Ren, 
Zhung-Fei, whobas become a legendary tigure and entrepreneur example in the country. Mr. 
Ren, Zhung-Fei insisted to invest 10% oftheir annual gross sales on R&D, which is much 
higher than average companies (Chen, 200540

). 

Year 1992 is a critica! time. According to one news report interviewing with these Shenzhen 
entrepreneurs about their motivations tostart up their companies4

\ many ofthem mentioned 
that they were encouraged by the speech ofDung, Xiao-Ping when he visited the south of 
China. The spirit of reform, adventure, entrepreneurship and patriotism was highly promoted 
by this speech. Many early pioneers believed that they have responsibility and mission to 
upgrade the Chinese technological capability and win back the market share from foreign 
companies. Overseas Chinese on the one hand sensed that they were needed by the country 
and on the other found that they were positioned at an advantageous bridging role between 
their homeland and western world, and willing to return. Moreover, the local government bas 
created an attractive business environment for these entrepreneurs. These factors all 
contribute to the formation of a highly vital atmosphere. 

Identifying industrial clusters 
From broader perspectives, there are two industrial clusters in Shenzhen: ICT and biomedical. 
The major one is ICT cluster, for the reason that there are a good number of related industries 
existing in the city, which provide potential opportunity for transaction and production 
networking. Large ICT innovative companies tend to disperse from one another, suggesting 
that they do not have to rely on knowledge externality for innovation capability building. 
Small ICT innovative companies might havelessin-house R&D resources, but they could he 
benefited from geographic proximity as a souree for knowledge generation. Biomedical sector, 
although is geographically concentrated, is another story. Despite the fact that the innovative 
companies are more equally capable, the scope and scale of this sector are still small. To what 
extent that these companies are benefited from the geographic agglomeration is uncertain 
because there are no supporting systems such as equipment manufacturing companies or 
clinical trial facilities providers neither are there strong linkages between biomedical and 
other high technology sectors in the region. The development state of biomedical cluster in 
Shenzhen can he regarded as what Enright called "a policy-driven cluster" for it was chosen 
by the government to support, but it lacks a critical mass of frrms and favorable conditions for 
organic development. 

From a more microscopie lens, the ICT cluster in Shenzhen can he broken down into several 
smaller clusters; they are general ones such as PCs and consumer electronics, monitors, 
telecom equipment and solutions, mobile technology and services, and internet applications 
and multimedia, and the unique ones such as new batteries, intelligent security systems, and 
financial service technology. Software, automation manufacturing, new materials and new 
energy are in the supporting roles. Most of these industrial clusters have a high degree of 
geographic concentration, except computer manufacturing and new battery industry. Whether 
or not the geographic distribution patterns of one technology field have links with the stage of 
its product life cycle requires further studies. 
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Chapter 5 Discussions 

Geographic concentration and innovation capability 
Although there is no statistica} evidence that higher geographic concentration degree would 
lead to more innovation output, the outcome could be due to the study investigate only one 
dimeosion of innovation capability; that is, patent output. To establish the relationship 
geographic benefit and innovation output, the geographic concentration degree should be 
regarcled as another souree of knowledge input. Knowledge production function Gril ie hes 
(1979) could be ofhelp. 

The knowledge production function originated from the concept that the output of the 
innovation process represents a result of R&D capital, and incorporates the framework of 
Cobb-Douglas production function (Fritsch 2002): 

R&D output = a R&D input b 

Where a is a constant factor and b represents the elasticity by which R&D output varies in 
relations to the input to the R&D process. 

The inputs are suggested as F eldman ( 1994) by disaggregating the innovation process into the 
interdependent stages of pub I ie research, in dustrial research, the presence of related industries 
and the presence of business services. This study suggests that geographic con centration 
degree should be regarcled as another factor of R&D input. 

Industrial agglomeration versus industrial clusters 
Industrial agglomeration is a notion based on geographic proximity; while the identification 
of industrial clusters is based more on production linkage and information exchanges within 
one particular area. As found in this study, computer manufacturing is dispersed over districts, 
but computer manufacturing is part of the in dustrial clusters constituted by components 
providers, peripheral manufacturers and system integrators. 

Biomedical sector, on the other hand, has a high degree of geographic agglomeration. 
However, there are fewer linkages between each campany's product lines and between 
biomedical sectors and the others. The institutional factors such as shared infrastructures and 
policy incentives could be the major motivations for these biotechnology companies to settie 
in the same area. 

Motivations for location choices 
It should be noted that measuring geographic concentration can only reflect the location 
choices that have been made by each company. This study therefore uses innovation output as 
an indication to judge the extent to which the company could be benefited from their location. 
Some companies are close to their competitors; while some are close to their allies in the 
same production chain, in order to leam from one another, exchange information and exploit 
knowledge extemalities; stillsome companies might have made locational choices out of cost 
concerns or policy incentives. Whether to join related companies in a packed costly 
community or isolate in a remote area would depend on which factor of agglomeration 
advantage or cost is the most critica} for individual campany's competitiveness. Nevertheless, 
these arguments require field survey of each company to establish. 

Local knowledge spillovers 
Although this study did not directly identify the mechanism by which the innovation process 
is facilitate by the agglomerate of industries, some ideas are presented as the observation of 
the geographic distribution pattems from the study results. 

Von Hippel (1988, in Feldman 1994) has pointed out that concentrations offrrms in related 
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industries provide a pool of technica} knowledge, expertise, and other important synergies for 
the innovation process. A geographic concentration of related frrms provides a potential base 
of suppliers and users which further develop and refine new innovations. 

Therefore, the presence of related industries or business services could have led to the 
clustering. For example, company specialized in financial applications or companies 
specialized in applied telecom technologies are located in business districts, and specialized 
suppliers from a complete range of components have joined the cluster. Finally, the 
development of clusters has created skilied labor pools. 

By comparison, in biomedical sector only few related industries or services are present in the 
local; therefore, there is no favorable environment for knowledge to circulate. This can be one 
ofthe reasous why the whole ICT cluster keeps on augmenting, but the growth ofbiomedical 
cluster is in retard. 

The dynamics of the innovation systems in Shenzhen 
The early industrial structure of Shenzhen after 1978, when the open door policy and 
economie reform was introduced, was composed of light industries 42

, such as electronics, 
food processing and textile, most ofwhich are low value-added and labar-intensive type. The 
favorable policies such as tax concessions and land lease at that time have attracted 
investment from HongKong, Macao, Taiwan and foreign countries [Shen, 2002]. These 
foreign enterprises set up their assembly lines to reduce the production cost, but also brought 
in capitals and management knowledge. Consequently, foreign companies appropriated the 
pecuniary advantages and the local companies enjoyed knowledge spillovers. Although little 
inventing activities were observed at this stage from this study, a foundation for early 
industrial clusters of electronics was under formation. 

Since 1992, China has begun to eliminate regionat differences in various policies to provide a 
fair ground for regional competition. As a result, FDI started to flow into other potential 
competitive areas such as Shanghai [Shen, 2002]. At the same time, dornestic entrepreneurs 
were encouraged to find new business opportunities in this south city, and some forward 
looking companies like Huawei started to realize the importance of independent innovation 
and technology upgrade so that they can befree from depending on foreign capital43

• The 
innovation capability of the region started to accuroulate in the business sectors, mostly via 
direct rivalry between local competition and supply relationships. Agglomerated small 
companies had chances to learn from one another even without capability to carry out 
advanced research. More and more specialized suppliers and labor forces accumulated in the 
region. The clusters ofhigh-technology, particularly ICT industry, were growing rapidly and 
stimulated the emerging of related supporting sectors like new materials and advanced 
manufacturing. The development ofiCT industry in Shenzhen also coincided with the 
growing of China's telecommunication market and worldwide information industry when the 
demand increased remarkably. Untillate 90s, the share ofhigh-technology productsin the 
total industrial output and export gradually became significant. In 1999, the export of 
high-tech products was 8.96 hiliion US dollar, which was 37.6% oftotal export from 
Shenzhen and 36.3% oftotal national high-tech export44

• On the other hand, the majority of 
already settled foreign-funded companies were adopting global R&D allocation strategy, with 
their main purposes to exploit local cost advantages rather than investing on technology 
impravement 

Not until1999 did the regional innovation system start to function in Shenzhen. In that year, 
Shenzhen Virtual University Park was built up and several regulations about fostering 
high-tech industries were enacted. From the following 10th Five-year Plan period onward, 
Shenzhen's R&D is moving upgraded for it is integrated with the national research programs 
and diversified into other high-tech fields such as biomedical, new energy and environmental 
technology. It is government policies that support the development of these emerging sectors, 
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but the industrial clusters in these three fields did not reach the critica] mass yet and their 
innovative capability is premature. 

At the same time, Shenzhen's manufacturing capability in ICT sectors bas triggered a 
self-augment process for industrial clustering in a wider range, including software, IT services, 
financial applications, intelligent community, household appliances, etc. This bas created a 
unique favorable environment to attract FDI for a second time, but some conventional 
labar-intensive assembly and processing work started to lose their advantages due to the 
increasing labor wages and land rent. 

In short, during 1978 to 1992, ICT companies simply agglomerated in Shenzhen for the 
reason that there were favorable policies and attractive factor conditions. The period from 
1992 to 1999 was the time that the ICT clusters was rapidly developing and innovation 
capabilities were built up in the private sectors. Most public research institutes were set up 
after 1999. The R&D carried out in this stage is in more advanced technology and more 
diversified fields, but the industrialization process still requires time to become mature. 

According to Asheim and Gertler, knowledge can he categorized into two types: analytica] 
and synthetic. Manufacturing industry is the one that requires abundant synthetic knowledge. 
Because it is the extension and application of current scientific technology, tacit knowledge is 
more important than R&D. This type of knowledge is also harder to codify and transfer. 
Therefore, the personal interactions between suppliers and customers and learning-by-doing 
are all critica] for the capability building. On the other hand, biomedical and advanced 
information technology is the analytica] type, which requires intensive basic science 
knowledge. This study shows that Shenzhen is superior in synthetic knowledge sectors, 
thanks to the full-ranged industrial clusters, but still inferior in analytica] knowledge sectors 
due to there stilllacks good knowledge infrastructures in the region. 

Colleelive learning process 
The rising of Shenzhen is triggered by foreign in vestment and the accumulation of 
manufacturing knowledge on mass-produced light electronics. The local production ebains of 
information and communication products have evolved into a dense supply network, a pool of 
skilied labars bas formed, and the management knowledge has been diffused. However, there 
is neither similar supply networknor knowledge pool in the science-based high-end industry 
such as bio-pharmaceuticals and IC designs. The only attractiveness forthese industries to 
settie in the city is that Shenzhen is full of entrepreneurship atmosphere and the government 
policy is fully supportive. Shenzhen's strategy to fill up the knowledge gap is tosend 
messages with favorable conditions for talents around mainland and overseas, and to build up 
facilitating infrastructures. The policy of fostering innovative campani es in selected fields is 
in the hope that the presence of few successfu1 campani es will consequently attract new firms 
to join, and stimulate future in dustrial clustering and eventually initia te self-augmenting. 

The comparison between Shenzhen and Silicon Valley 
Probably the most frequently cited example for innovation and entrepreneurship study is the 
Silicon Valley experience. The favorable habitat that Silicon Valley bas created for breeding 
companies has several key elements: people, frrms, institutions, their networks and modes of 
interaction. Like what Saxenian in her hook "Regional Advantage" described, the Valley is a 
"regional network-based industrial system that promotes collective learning and flexible 
adjustment among specialist producers of a complex ofrelated technology ... The functional 
boundaries within frrms are porous in a network system, as are the boundaries between frrms 
themselves and between firms and local institutions such as trade associations and 
universities." The characteristics carried by this habitat also include less strict regulation 
environment, high knowledge intensity, high-quality and mobile work farces, a elimate that 
rewards risk-taking and tolerates failure, open business environment, universities and research 
institutes that interact with industry, cooperation between different actors, high quality of Iife 
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and a specialized business infrastructure such as venture capitalists and bankers, lawyers, 
head-hunters, accountants, consultants, and a host of other specialists (Lee et al. 2000). 

By comparison, rather few similar featurescan be recognized in Shenzhen's innovation 
environment. The most noticeable ones are the eneauraging attitude which appreciates 
entrepreneurship and there is a pool of related technologies. However, not many networks in 
the individuallevel other than possible supply chain linkage in the firm level can he identified 
in this region. The early entrepreneurs of the innovative companies as stuclied in this report 
actually came from different regions with diversified cultural and educational background. 
Only frrms located in science parks or originated from the same incubation center have more 
chances to develop partnerships. 

The role played by Shenzhen Virtual University Park and other platform organizations might 
he crucial in the aspect of innovation generation although these organizations are not fully 
functioning yet. The researches carried out by these organizations are more fundamental, with 
more potential to disseminate knowledge extemality. What is perhaps of equal importance is 
that these organizations could provide abundant opportunities to make acquaintances in the 
same technology field or with different specialties, and to stimulate new business ideas; in 
other words, to generate social capital, which is recognized as one of critical elements for 
innovation process. 

The competitive advantages and disadvantages of Shenzhen s innovation system 
The high degree of dependenee on ICT manufacturing industry could he both advantage and 
disadvantage for Shenzhen's industrial structure. The advantageous side is that this structure 
has created a strong foundation for the whole economy to further development since 
information and communication technology has become a prerequisite for the most modem 
economie activities including service sectors. Information technology can also he used as a 
tooi for process innovation, thus generate higher economie efficiency and productivity. The 
disadvantageous side has two facets. The first one is that the whole industry is concentrated 
on the downstream products and the upstream semiconductor industry is under development. 
IC design in Shenzhen is just started, and IC manufacturing is only covering packaging and 
testing. Since IC designs are in the heart ofthe whole ICT industry and it is also the sector 
that requires more knowied ge intensity and generates more value-added, lack of IC design 
and IC production capability has been the weakest link ofthe whole production chain in 
Shenzhen's ICT industry. The second disadvantage is that every industry has its own life cycle. 
It would he risky for one region to solely depend on one single industry. 

The promising signs are these disadvantages have been recognized by the local authorities 
and some efforts have been made to alter the backward situation, including setting up IC 
design incubation centers and investing more on the future stars like biotechnology. The other 
attempts to enhance the city's competitive advantages include strengthening logistics and 
transportation by ICT applications, opening financial market to a higher degree, and building 
a higher quality of living environment to attract more talents. In fact, Shenzhen's geographic 
location also permits it to go on these tracks, for it has a modem airport and many 
high-standard seaports, and it has a good relationship with Hong Kong, which also enables it 
to access to the international market with conveniences. 

Challenges ahead and prospects of Shenzhen 
One ofthe biggest challenges for Shenzhen is the competition withother major cities all over 
the country, in competing for foreign capitals, research resources and specialized talents. The 
above analyses have shown that public research resources had not been allocated to Shenzhen 
untillate 90s, and the innovation capabilities were mostly built in the downstream process or 
product modifications. Although these efforts have enabled Shenzhen to win good reputations 
on manufacturing capabilities, the contributions made by these innovations to total profits are 
still to a limited degree. The only resolution is moving upwards to advanced technologies, and 
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this would highly rely on public research input. 

The other intrinsic obstacle for Shenzhen to pursue further development is that this is a young 
city without much culture heritage and common value. For the majority are immigrants from 
other regions, the honds between residents and the city are very weak. Besides, the current 
population (nearly 12 million) is in fact approaching to the limit ofthe city's capacity45

, which 
is not only constrained by the natural space but also by the fact that Shenzhen is the city 
lacking of energy and water resources. There bas been no room for the economie development 
to go on previous low value-added and rnass-production way. Moreover, the population 
structure is constituted by 85% temporary residents, which could further caused concerns over 
traffic and pubtic orders. The living quality in the city still needs to be improved. 

In regarding to the obstacles ahead of Shenzhen, the local authority bas already proposed 
several measures to enhance the function of the regionat innovation system, including the 
proposals of building "Shen-Kong Innovation Circle", special treatments for eneauraging 
overseas Chinese students to return, promoting energy-saving and environmental friendly 
industries, and eneauraging labar-intensive factories to move out, in attempt totransfarm the 
industrial structure and boost further economie development. These ideas seem to be in the 
right direction. However, the price the city could pay back is probably a slower growth rate of 
GDP during the transformation period. 

The future development of Shenzhen's industrial advance should be basedon more innovative 
companies and it should discourage the influx of general-skilied labors and encourage 
knowiedge-based workers. Several suggestions about future regionat innovation policy 
implications are proposed accordingly. Firstly, Shenzhen should provide more 
information-based services, upon the strong foundation ofiCT sector. Consumer electronics, 
multimedia, digital contents providers and even medica} information all could be lucrative 
applications besides the above mentioned sectors such as financial service, transportation and 
logistics. These sectors are also with higher entry harriers for foreign competitors because of 
language and cultural knowledge requirements. Secondly, since Shenzhen bas only limited 
energy supply, it should be appropriate not to develop heavier industries such as automobile 
and aircraft manufacturing. However, its capability of information technology should be 
further expanded into the related fields such as satellite positioning and automobile 
electronics. Thirdly, in pursuing long-term sustainable development, the growth of GDP 
should not be regarcled as the only objective for the government. Although developing 
biomedical or environmental technology might contribute less to the total economy since 
these sectors require more knowledge workers, fewer generallabors, and fewer linkages with 
other sectors, these technologies could on the other hand imprave human society in a more 
fundamental way. Finally, in regarding to develop energy-saving and environmental friendly 
industries, Shenzhen should seek more research cooperation with other regions. The EU will 
be a good candidate since there have already been abundant high-quality researches 
conducted by the EU programs and the results are encouraging. These programs cover the 
fields of sustainable energy, bio-society, innovative medicines, information society and 
environmental research. 

The limitations of this study 
One limitation of this study is that the survey of patents as an index for innovation capability 
is on quantity base, instead of quality base. lt is hard to evaluate the extent to which these 
intellectual properties have contributed to the economie performance of the frrm and of the 
region. Secondly, patent number as an index provides only one angle of view for determining 
a frrm's innovation capability. Other dimensions such aseach firm's R&D input, the 
percentage of scientists and engineers of total employees, and sales percentage of new 
products should be all taken into account. Intensive field survey is required to gather these 
data in the frrm level; thereby the relationship between firm's geographic location, innovation 
input and innovation performance could be better established. Thirdly, measurement of 
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geographic concentration has a "scale characteristic", which means measuring concentration 
in the city level reveals different patterns from province level or country level. Further 
investigations are required to identify Shenzhen's sectoral concentration inside the whole 
Guangdong province. Fourthly, recent researches have suggested that geographic 
con centration should be measured by distance instead of within an administrative district. 
Although this study regards the border surrounding the SEZ has become a harrier for 
companies located in different si de of the zone to interact, thus the real geographic distance 
cannot reflect their "economie distance", some attempts to measure each campany's distance 
with respect to its neighbors are stillworthof study. Fifthly, the arguments about local 
networks carried out by this study are based on production linkage rather than social networks. 
Since networking has been recognized as an important aspect of an innovation system, field 
survey a bout inter-firm alliances and individual networks is suggested to conduct in the future 
studies to identify the characteristics of the local networks in the region of interest. Finally, 
the relationship between the geographic concentration and innovation output should be linked 
with the stage of product life cycle the in dustry is experiencing. More researches are required 
to establish such relationship. 
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Chapter 6 Conclusions 

Shenzhen has been chosen to be the forefront ofpracticing China's open and reform policy. 
F oreign investors initially attempted to appropriate the local cost advantage, but 
unintentionally brought in technology knowledge. However, when Shenzhen's attractiveness 
to foreign ca pitals became vanishing, the momenturn of in dustrial clustering has been 
accumulated and the local innovation capability is being built. 

Shenzhen's innovation capability is mainly contributed by enterprise innovation. Due to an 
open market environment and collective learning inside industrial clusters, Shenzhen 
managed to generate higher innovation performance; but it is inferior in advanced knowledge 
creation for there lacks well-constructed knowledge infrastructures. 

Shenzhen's industrial structure is mainly constituted by ICT sector. ICT industry in Shenzhen 
is like the body skeleton with extended sectors and supporting systems in the surroundings. 

Several related industrial clusters can be identified accordingly. Clusters for general 
applications include PCs and consumer electronics, monitors, telecom equipment and 
solutions, mobile technology and services, and internet applications and multimedia. Few 
clusters for unique applications exist as well, such as novel batteries, intelligent security 
systems, and financial service technology. Software, advanced machinery, new materials and 
new energy are in the supporting roles. The geographic distribution is concentrated for most 
of industrial clusters except PCs and new energy. 

The innovative capabilities are concentrated within a few large-scaled companies, and these 
successful companies tend to be dispersed from one another. Small innovating companies 
with specialization tend to be agglomerated and enjoy knowledge externalities. Knowledge of 
new product commercialization and experiences of global market competition are particularly 
rich in the city, which attracts new companies to join the production chain and even impose 
influence on service sectors; thereby the whole cluster is expanding by self-augmenting 
process. However, the R&D capability of the upstream sectors such as semiconductor 
manufacturing is still limited at current stage. 

Biomedical sector in Shenzhen is an isolated concentrated small-scaled cluster despite that 
fact that these companies are general innovative and carrying more science-based knowledge 
than most firms in ICT sector. However, since there are neither good technology 
infrastructures nor supporting systems nor sufficient knowledge carriers in the region, the 
future of this sector is not truly promis ing. Moreover, there also lacks local demanding 
customers to stimulate new ideas about new product applications. It can be said that the whole 
environment did notprovide sufficient fundamentals for the cluster to develop. Nevertheless, 
the local gaverument still imposed some hopes upon biomedical industry for the reasous that 
it is risky fora region's economy solely relies on single sector and biomedical can also 
imprave human life in a more profound way. 

In order to identify the relationship between industrial clusters and innovation capability 
building, these industrial clusters should be discussed under the braader framework of 
innovation systems. Three stages of Shenzhen's innovation system can be identified. Firstly, 
foreign companies were attracted to Shenzhen due to favorable investment conditions at very 
beginning. Cost advantages were the major driving force for clustering at this stage, but few 
innovation activities were carried out by the clustering companies. In the secoud stage, 
innovation capability was rapidly accumulated in the private sector due to the presence of 
related industries and local knowledge spillovers. Local attitude in appreciating 
entrepreneurship also encouraged new frrms to join the clusters. When companies grow 
successfully and have capability to carry out in-house research, they started to move away 
from the cluster. However, due to the lack of public research and high educations in the region, 
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there was no advanced knowledge pool to be diffused out and no supply of knowledge 
workers for the upgrade of technology level. As a result, the majority of the local firms still 
possess limited technology innovation capability even though the general economie 
performance could beoutstanding in certain time period. Finally, governments from both the 
local and nationallevel started to realize the importance of Shenzhen in regarding to its 
capability of new product commercialization and innovation genera ti on, and therefore applied 
systemic measures including establishing public research institutes, transferring knowledge 
from other renowned organizations, providing various financial supports, and attracting 
knowledge workers to immigrate in. 

In order to pursue further development and to overcome increasing competitions from both 
dornestic and abroad, Shenzhen should transfarm itself from an investment-driven economy 
into an innovation-driven economy. More R&D inputs into basic science areas, more 
investments in education systems, more cooperation with advanced regions, and more efforts 
on improving living qualities are all essential requirements, even though these measures could 
lead to the outcome that Shenzhen is no long er in the leading position in terms of its GDP 
growth. 
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Appendix - Summary of descriptive statistica} data of inventive and innovative firms and 
innovation intensity by sectors and by districts 

Bao'an Longgang Nanshan Futien Luohu Yentien All sectors 
Inv Inn Inv Inn Inv Inn Inv Inn Inv Inn Inn Inv Inn 

Firm 7 30 2 10 58 133 38 104 8 17 2 113 296 
No. 
Si ze 23524 5819 30000 6328 1526 969 557 476 529 548 15000 2996 1539 

ICT Mean 
Inv-D Si ze 60191 29125 0 12476 4805 3222 626 416 724 580 1 15777 9865 Inn-C SD 

Patent 87 232 806 408 196 287 100 170 145 121 2 164 233 
Mean 
Patent 111 281 1094 701 402 679 173 241 199 135 I 340 505 SD 
Firm 5 19 I 4 11 35 12 36 4 9 2 33 105 
No. 
Si ze 32822 8978 30000 7807 4317 1729 618 523 177 306 15000 7567 2990 

Computer mean 
Inv-D Si ze 71107 36578 14795 9596 5525 672 464 160 157 28371 16168 Inn-D SD 

Patent 51 216 32 91 252 273 56 145 204 155 2 138 197 
Mean 
Patent 27 301 60 623 627 65 240 264 171 1.89 372 413 
SD 
Firm 5 5 1 4 1 6 10 
No. 
Size 304 304 1000 557 410 420 416 

IC design Mean 
Inv-C Size 140 140 295 310 231 
Inn-C SD 

Patent 461 709 110 95 24 403 395 
Mean 
Patent 898 973 92 816 730 
SD 
Firm 1 5 5 17 3 9 9 31 
No. 

Photo 
Si ze 

-electronics 
Mean 

150 306 862 621 850 556 778 551 
Inv-C 

Size Inn-C 
SD 

142 689 545 1003 547 738 504 

Patent 333 175 19 523 174 200 105 373 
Mean 
Patent 139 10 1473 241 351 165 1105 
SD 
Firm 1 1 5 1 4 2 10 
No. 

Broadcasting Si ze 410 4370 1520 2700 982 3535 1194 
Inv-C Mean 
Inn-C Si ze 1735 1145 1386 

SD 
Patent 48 224 238 4 142 113 180 
Mean 
Patent 338 141 249 
SD 
Firm 4 1 3 22 49 19 40 3 4 45 100 
No. 
Size 410 30000 10273 1152 758 359 397 1150 1312 1458 907 

Telecom Mean 
Inv-C Si ze 0 17083 3562 2385 296 220 934 829 5021 3389 
Inn-C SD 

Patent 463 1580 1068 140 186 123 220 30 60 157 232 
Mean 
Patent 306 1106 206 291 222 260 32 37 297 348 
SD 
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Firm 1 1 0 1 7 8 1 4 9 14 
No. 
Si ze 410 410 410 400 401 280 377 388 396 

Equipment Mean 
Inv-C Si ze 499 462 65 434 341 
Inn-C SD 

Patent 24 95 414 196 440 71 81 163 311 
Mean 
Patent 227 411 73 207 350 
SD 
Firm 

5 11 5 9 11 24 7 21 5 8 33 73 
No. 

Ad vaneed 
Size 383 398 755 583 363 388 2366 1047 281 329 841 597 
Mean 

machinery 
Size 

Inv-C 
SD 

190 121 631 507 371 246 5573 3199 181 152 2568 1727 
Inn-C 

Patent 
Mean 

224 708 119 423 128 219 104 262 181 324 144 342 

Patent 286 1569 84 426 144 263 100 529 183 362 159 709 
SD 
Firm 1 1 0 2 16 23 5 8 0 0 22 34 
No. 
Si ze 286 286 410 392 414 396 415 388 410 

Biomedical Mean 
Inv-C Si ze 0 414 337 132 91 356 279 
Inn-C SD 

Patent 35 70 37 420 447 262 321 367 382 
Mean 
Patent 17 431 681 437 654 423 644 
SD 
Firm 8 8 2 3 8 13 4 7 I 1 23 32 
No. 

New matenals Size 301 301 575 520 396 410 327 332 3000 3000 480 453 
Inv-C Mean 
Inn-C Si ze 170 170 601 435 323 247 322 238 617 522 

SD 
Patent 152 199 43 286 59 170 158 659 3 20 105 291 
Mean 
Patent 156 176 33 338 14 161 166 1324 120 636 
SD 
Firm 

5 7 2 4 1 1 2 5 0 1 10 18 
No. 

New energy Si ze 3190 2395 1800 1105 200 200 700 474 0 410 2115 1342 
Inv-D Mean 
Inn-D Size 3940 3491 282 818 848 483 2916 2301 

SD 
Patent 37 60 16 72 200 200 92 136 49 60 91 
Mean 
Patent 59 53 5.30 68 10 90 68 75 
SD 
Firm 1 1 1 2 4 3 4 2 2 8 12 
No. 

Environmental Size 1100 1100 410 280 345 515 488 125 125 431 424 
technology Mean 
Inv-C Si ze 183 130 303 252 35 35 362 289 Inn-C SD 

Patent 45 45 0 49 191 252 47 71 183 550 117 207 
Mean 
Patent 201 280 20 54 117 70 68 237 
SD 

All sectors Firm 27 58 11 29 96 198 59 149 16 29 2 209 465 
No. 
Si ze 6901 3440 6238 2611 1070 781 745 547 556 538 15000 1964 1198 
Mean 
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Size 30660 20962 11764 7599 3771 2655 1962 1247 838 663 0 11698 7924 
SD 
Patent 119 291 211 316 214 289 115 210 152 201 2 169 259 
Mean 
Patent 164 722 459 492 373 614 193 427 174 249 I 303 550 
SD 
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